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Abstract 

In this research I present a novel method to make calibration samples for superresolution 
miscoscopy applications. Such a calibration sample or “nanoruler” must contain features and inter-
feature spacings of sizes below the diffraction limit of visible light. The samples are made using glass 
cover slides, coated with a protective carbon coating. The protective carbon coating is locally 
removed by means of a focused ion beam, resulting in the exposure of the underlying glass. The 
exposed glass can be functionalized and used for the selective attachment of fluorescent molecules, 
while the surrounding carbon coating is inert. The locally attached layer of fluorescent molecules can 
be resolved using superresolution microscopy. In this work I demonstrate that nanostructures with 
sizes below this diffraction limit can be resolved. 
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Figure 1.1 Side‐view of two Airy disks originating from two separated molecules, M1 and M2, in a fluorescent state. 

Dotted lines represent the actual position of the molecules. (a) The position of both molecules can be easily resolved 

due  to  sufficient  spacing.  (b) Visualization  of  the  Rayleigh  criterion,  the molecules  are  spaced  at  the maximum 

resolvable distance. (c. Both molecules cannot be resolved due to simultaneous overlap of the fluorescent signals. 

(d) The red and green curves represent the airy disks, separated in time. Due to the time‐separation the position of 

the molecules can be resolved. Adapted from [1]. 

1  Introduction 

Imaging techniques for biological applications have to be non-invasive. High energy and/or ionizing 
particles such as ions or electrons enable nanometer-resolution imaging, but disrupt or destroy 
biological systems. Photon-based microscopy techniques do not have this drawback. In biology we 
therefore rely mostly on optical microscopy. Fluorescent molecules, which are also known as 
‘’fluorophores’’ or ‘’fluorescent dyes’’, are used to label biological systems and image them 
accordingly. The smallest feature size that can be resolved is determined by the Rayleigh criterion 
(Figure 1.1b), which is in turn determined by the diffraction limit of light. In practice this means 
features can be resolved with sizes of about half the wavelength of the used light.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
To surpass this resolution limit, localization-based superresolution fluorescence microscopy was 
developed [2,3,4]. With this technique the fluorescent signals are separated in time, making it possible 
to distinguish the signals of individual fluorescent molecules within an otherwise unresolvable 
distance (Figure 1.1d). Assuming each individual molecule is a point source, photons which are 
emitted from each individual molecule have a 2D spatial Gaussian distribution on the detector due to 
the lenses of the optical imaging system. Therefore, the location of the fluorescent molecule can be 
obtained by pinpointing the maximum of the 2D Gaussian curve [5]. This technique enables us to 
determine the position of the molecule with sub-diffraction limit accuracy.  

Several methods have been developed to achieve the time separation of fluorophore emission. The 
separation in time in this work is achieved by stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM) 
where the molecules are put into a reversible OFF state, and photo activated localization microscopy 
(PALM) where blinking occurs through sequential activation of small quantities of fluorophores. 
 

Both fluorophores on at the same time Both fluorophores separately on

M1 M1  M2  M1  M2  M1

(a)  (b)  (c) (d)
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Until now reliable calibration samples for superresolution microscopy could not be made. 
Information given by calibration samples that are currently used comes from reconstructed. images, 
limited by the amount of the detected photons. For these samples the real, underlying structure is 
not known. Therefore the precision of the reconstructions from these samples depends on, among 
others, the quantum yield of the fluorophores, and their chemical properties concerning switching 
behavior. The optical microscope and laser type and power also plays a role. 

To determine the quality of the data from super resolution microscopy techniques, and to optimize 
imaging conditions as well as reconstruction parameters, a reference is needed for which the precise 
structure is known beforehand. This is why we aim to make nanostructures with well-defined 
dimensions, which are written with features beyond the resolution limit of light. Functionalizing the 
nanostructures with fluorescent dyes suitable for STORM and PALM gives us the reference that 
superresolution microscopy users need.  

For this application nanostructures are etched on carbon-coated glass slides. The etching is done 
with a focused ion beam (FIB) of gallium ions. A bottom-up approach is used to functionalize the 
structures with fluorophores of cyanine derivatives. In this approach, the nanostructures are first 
silinized, followed by a passivation step. As a last step the fluorophores are bound specifically to the 
structures using a covalent protein interaction. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The well-defined functionalized structures are being imaged in an optical microscope with a CCD 
camera where TIRF microscopy is used to get high brightness/contrast ratio’s. Images are processed 
using STORM [2] and superresolution optical fluctuation imaging (SOFI) algorithms. [6] 

In this work I first give the theoretical background on the relevant subjects in chapter 2, followed by 
a close inspection of the used materials and methods in chapter 3. In chapter 4 I discuss the results 
of the research followed by some recommendations on how this research can be built upon for the 
future. Detailed recipes for sample preparation and supplementary figures, as well as a legend on the 
marginal figures used in sections 4.6-4.8 can be found in the appendices. 

Figure 1.2 (a) Etching a nanostructure with gallium ions (b) Silane coupling agent bound to the nanostructure (c) 

Functional groups bound on top of the silane compounds. [7] 

(a)  (b)  (c)
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2 Theoretical Overview 

This chapter describes the theoretical background of all elements related to this work. The structure 
of this chapter is designed to give the reader insight in the background of the research in a relevant 
order. Background information is given on the used carbon coating and etching procedure, after 
which the chemical procedures are introduced with which the surface is treated. The chapter 
concludes with background information on the imaging procedures. 

 
2.1  Properties of diamond-like carbon 

The coating that is applied to the substrate is diamond-like carbon (DLC). This amorphous carbon 
coating is known for its high hardness, chemical inertness, biological compatibility and smoothness. 
Various types of DLC are described in literature. The specific type of DLC used in this work is 
hydrogenated amorphous carbon (a-C:H), for which the properties are summarized in Figure 2.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1 (a) Properties of DLC, adapted from [8]. (b) Schematic representation of the PECVD system used for the 
deposition of a‐C:H  films.  [9]  (c) Ternary phase diagram of sp3, sp2 and hydrogen content  for various  forms of 
diamond like carbon. a‐C:H is indicated in the middle of the diagram. [10] 

(a) 

(c)

(b)
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Figure 2.2 Band gap variation of DLC coatings 

with  different  sp3  content.  The  density  of 

states (DOS) spectra are of networks of 20, 69 

and 92% sp3 content respectively. [15] 

The method used to coat our cover slides with DLC is plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition 
(PECVD). This technique is chosen because non-plasma enhanced CVD processes generally requires 
deposition temperatures of at least 600°C to give the required combination of properties. By using 
PECVD, relatively low temperature deposition is possible. Figure 2.1b gives a schematic view of the 
system used for the deposition of a-C:H.  

The PECVD technique employs radiofrequency and direct current glow discharges in a hydrocarbon 
gas mixture, resulting in a coating which has mixed sp2 and sp3 bonds. Sedlaček et al. [10] have 
investigated the amount of sp3, sp2 and hydrogen content for different types of DLC, summarized 
in Figure 2.1c. The type of DLC that we have chosen to use, a-C:H, can be found in the middle of 
their scheme. This gives us valuable information in terms of reactivity : the pi-bond between two sp2 
hybridized carbons is a comparatively weak bond, which is vulnerable to attack and thus more 
reactive. The sigma bond between two sp3 hybridized carbons is the strongest type of covalent 
chemical bonding and is not usually reactive. [11,12] Therefore the amount of sp2 hybridized carbon 
content gives us an indication of the reactiveness of the surface in terms of covalent addition. 
Information about absorption of protein complexes is given by Vinnichenko et al. [13] They 
searched for a relation between sp3 fraction and protein adsorption, and found that large variations in 
sp3 fraction did not influence protein adsorption on DLC surfaces. Wen et al. [14] showed it was the 
hydrogen content in the precursor gas that determines surface physics when it comes to adsorption 
mechanics. They discovered that high hydrogen content in a-C:H lowers the adsorption of proteins.  

The amount of sp3 and sp2 hybridized carbon atoms content also gives us information about the 
optical response. As seen in Figure 2.2, species with more sp3 hybridized carbon atoms have a 
smaller band gap and thus can absorb photons in a larger frequency range. 
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Figure 2.3 Transmission (a) and emission (b) spectra of DLC coated glass. The detection window  (grey) and excitation

wavelength (red) being applied for the TIRF experiments are indicated  in the graphs. [17] 

The optical properties of the DLC have been characterized to investigate the influence of the coating 
in our optical experiments. Figure 2.3 shows the transmission and emission spectra, recorded with an 
optical spectrophotometer, of uncoated and DLC coated cover slides. 

As observed in Figure 2.3a, About 90% of the light is transmitted through 170 µm of the uncoated 
glass cover slide in the whole visible/near infrared range. In comparison, a DLC-coated cover slide  
has a transmission of about 50% (at 637 nm, the excitation wavelength in TIRF imaging for the Cy5 
fluorophore) and 40% (at 563 nm, the excitation wavelength in TIRF imaging for the Cy3B 
fluorophore) . The emission properties of the DLC coated glass are studied for the Cy5 fluorophore 
excitation wavelength by exciting the sample with 637 nm light in a spectrofluorometer. As reported 
in the literature [16] the coating itself shows no fluorescence, but we observe a detectable signal 
contribution due to Raman scattering by the glass slide, which is further enhanced and shifted by the 
DLC coating (Figure 2.3b). In addition to its optical activity, the DLC coating acts as a spacer in 
TIRF imaging. TIRF imaging relies on the evanescent, near-field wave that is generated at the glass 
interface. Since the evanescent field decays exponentially from the interface (in about 100–200 nm), 
the DLC coating effectively reduces the excitation of fluorophores sitting on top of it.  
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2.2 Focused ion beam characteristics  

A focused ion beam (FIB) generates directed ions for a wide range of uses, from nanoscale imaging 
to the fabrication of nanostructures by etching or deposition. The gallium FIB used in this work has 
a liquid metal ion source (LMIS) for gallium ion generation. The ions are manipulated with ion 
optics, which consist mainly of electrostatic lenses and apertures. Imaging with ions is done in an 
analog way as with a scanning electron microscope (SEM). The secondary electrons which are 
generated when the ion beam is incident on a surface, are recorded with a secondary electron (SE) 
detector. To achieve high imaging resolution a low ion current and a high acceleration voltage is 
preferred. The minimum imaging resolution of the gallium beam is <5 nm (as specified by the 
manufacturer). Imaging with an even higher resolution can be achieved using helium ions. Helium 
ions have a De Broglie wavelength below one picometer for 30KV acceleration voltage, making this 
kind of FIB not limited by diffraction aberration. Resolutions of 0.24 nm have repeatedly been 
achieved with helium (25%-75% edge-rise criterion). [18,19]  

When the ion beam is incident on the substrate, it yields next to secondary electrons also reflected 
ions, sputtered material and implanted ions. (Figure 2.4a). The sputtered material can interact with 
the beam and redeposit on the surface. When etching nanostructures using the FIB, the achievable 
resolution for etched features is lower than the achievable resolution for imaging.  

This is because at the high ion currents necessary for etching, the FIB is a destructive tool. The 
resolution of the surface modification is therefore larger than the theoretical spot diameter. The 
theoretical spot diameter is calculated from the source diameter and excitation of focusing coils. For 
any calculated diameter of the spotsize, ions at larger distances do still contribute to etching, these 
are the so-called beam tails depicted in Figure 2.4b. Therefore standard etching resolution, using an 
extensive focusing procedure, lies between 10-20 nm (as supplied by the manufacturer). However,  
the achievable resolution is strongly dependent on the precision of the focus, astigmatism and FIB 
centering which have to be set manually. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.4 (a)  Schematic  representation  of  FIB  interaction with  the surface;  because  of  the  particle  nature, 
energy  fluctuation, and  imperfect beam profile a deviation  from a perfect rectangular shape  is expected when 
milling Carbon trenches. [20] (b) Beam profile with the theoretical beam diameter. Because of the beam tails the 
probe spot modifies the surface outside of its theoretical value while etching. [21]  

(a)  (b)
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The etching resolution also depends on the type of FIB. For the helium FIB the typical sputtering 
rate is between 0.01 and 0.1 atoms per incident ion, which is about two orders of magnitude lower 
than for gallium ions at comparable beam energies. [18] This means that helium ions can be used to 
etch smaller and more precise features. However, helium ions are therefore also two orders of 
magnitude less time-efficient than gallium ions, and drift of the sample during the writing process 
may play an increasingly dominant role on the precision of etched features. 

Another difference between helium and gallium etching is the interaction volume. While gallium ions 
are mainly implanted in the top layer of the material, helium ions penetrate much deeper (Figure 
2.5a). This means that for helium etching, the implantation of helium ions in the material is greater in 
deeper features. As the top layer is constantly being removed, damage due to implantation by gallium 
ions does not accumulate. However, the helium ions are laterally more confined resulting in more 
localized near-surface interactions, implying a higher resolution than the laterally less confined 
gallium ions.  

For gallium ions, which have a broader interaction volume, the overlap of interaction volumes 
(Figure 2.5c) can influence the resolution of etched lines. Very closely spaced lines are more 
influenced by gallium implantation, because gallium ions can transfer through the coating to a 
neighboring line. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5  a) Modeled interaction volume of gallium ions, helium ions, and electrons for equivalent beam energies 

[22] b) Schematic view of  interaction volumes  in the case of  large  line spacings. c) Schematic view of  interaction 

volumes in the case of small line spacings, causing overlap. [21] 

(a) 

(b)  (c)
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2.3 Surface activation 

The glass that is exposed using the FIB is used as the base upon which a layer of compounds is 
created, resulting in the functionalization of our nanostructures. As a first step the surface is 
activated by utilizing a coupling agent that can bind with the silicon oxide of the exposed glass. 

Aminopropylalkoxysilanes are widely used as coupling agents. [23] The reaction of 
aminopropylalkoxysilanes with silica surfaces are relatively easy to control and result in amine-
functionalized monolayers. [24] The molecule (3-aminopropyl)dimethylethoxysilane (APDMES) is 
used, which forms a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) on the glass by interacting with the hydroxyl 
bonds on the silica surface (Figure 2.6b). Among the various silinizing agents, aminosilanes are 
unique in surface reaction chemistry because they contain a built-in catalyst. The amine groups can 
catalyze, inter- or intra-molecularly, the reaction between silane molecules and surface silanol groups 
to form siloxane bonds (Figure 2.7). [25]  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.6 a) APDMES molecular structure b)  Idealized   film corresponding 
to  a  self‐assembled monolayer.  R1  groups  are NH2(CH2)3 with  the  amino 
group on top. [26] 

Figure 2.7  Self‐ Catalyzed SAM formation through a pentacoordinate intermediate form. [25] 

(a)  (b)
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APDMES is selected for our applications, because it cannot polymerize into large, cross-linked 
siloxane polymer lattices. This is in contrast to (3-aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (APTES), which is 
more commonly used but known to polymerize under the influence of water. APDMES does not 
polymerize, because it is monovalent, forming only siloxane dimers or linkages to substrate oxides. 
APDMES should therefore produce thinner films of greater mechanical robustness than SAM-
forming silane compounds which are multivalent like APTES. [26] 

In Figure 2.8 the types of interaction that APDMES molecules can have with a silicon oxide surface 
are summarized. Figure 2.8a shows a direct covalent bond to the surface resulting in the preferred 
SAM.  

Preparing silane layers in anhydrous toluene at an elevated temperature of 65 degrees Celsius results 
in films that have a higher packing density and exhibit greater hydrolytic stability than those prepared 
in the vapor or gas phase or in toluene at room temperature. [24] This is because silanizing the 
sample at elevated temperature (65° C), leads to a high molecular mobility which overcomes 
hydrogen bonding interactions between amine groups and surface silanols, see Figure 2.8b-e. In 
order to obtain predominantly vertically aligned silanes, elevated temperatures should therefore be 
used during silinization. 

To entirely prevent the binding of APDMES to more than one surface site, Kanan et al. [25] have 
used a different approach to attach aminoalkoxysilanes such as APDMES to silica surfaces. They 
used a  two-step amine-catalyzed reaction with ethylenediamine (EDA). In the first step they adsorb 
the EDA via two H-bonds per molecule to the surface, where it is then more strongly bonded than 
APDMES. The strongly adsorbed EDA then catalyzes the adsorption of APDMES, leading to a 
higher density of attached APDMES and a higher proportion of free aminopropyl groups extending 
from the surface. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.8 Different types of bonding/interaction between aminopropylethoxysilane molecules and a 
silicon oxide substrate. [24] 
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As part of the post silanization treatment, rinsing with toluene, ethanol, and water should be carried 
out in order to remove physisorbed silanes and to hydrolyze any residual ethoxy groups in the 
attached silane layers. However apart from the rinsing procedure, water is something that should be 
avoided as much as possible. Keeping a sample which is silinized with APDMES in water has in 
previous studies resulted in the complete detachment of the APDMES silane layer. [24] 

Loss of the silane layers in aqueous media is attributed to the hydrolysis of the siloxane bonds. The 
degradation of APDMES is likely caused by amine-catalyzed hydrolysis. [27] Figure 2.9 illustrates the 
mechanism for degradation of APDMES on silicon due to amine-catalyzed hydrolysis. Thus, in the 
ideal all possible contact with sources of water is eliminated when attempting amine-catalyzed 
reactions, since this hydrolysis reaction can also occur during silinization.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
2.4 Surface passivation 

The self-assembled monolayer of silica-amines is dense, but not impenetrable. Functionalizing a 
surface with only a silane layer present, results in unspecific binding events because fluorophores do 
not only bind to the silane (intended reaction) but also diffuse to the glass surface. The unspecific 
binding to the glass surface disturbs their fluorescent behavior, and impedes our ability to control the 
density of fluorophores on the surface. To assure that the patterned areas are decorated only with 
specifically (covalently) bound molecules, the patterned areas are passivated. For this purpose  
polyethyleenglycol (PEG) is used, a hydrophilic polyether which forms a dense layer on the surface, 
blocking any molecules that would otherwise be able to penetrate and attach unspecifically to the 
glass surface. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.10 Molecular structure of the used components for molecular surface passivation.  

Figure 2.9 mechanism for degradation of APDMES on silicon due to amine‐catalyzed hydrolysis. [27] 
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To link the PEG molecules to our APDMES amine groups, succinimidyl valeric acid (SVA) is used. 
This is an active ester frequently used for the pegylation of primary amines. The reaction of the SVA 
with an amine forms a stable amide linkage. 

By using two different PEG molecules the surface binding sites can be manipulated, and thus the 
density of fluorophores. This is done by using a ratio of the two different PEG compounds (Figure 
2.10); One with and one without Biotin bound to it. Biotin is used to eventually link the 
fluorophores through an avidin-type protein. 

Increasing the amount of biotin can ensure sufficient reconstructable datapoints on etched 
nanostructures, while decreasing the amount of biotin reduces the chance of signal overlap which 
would render the nanostructure inreconstructible by the STORM algorithm. 

 
2.5 Biotin-Avidin interaction 

The strong interaction between avidin and biotin was discovered as early as 1941. [28] The biotin-
avidin system is the strongest noncovalent biological interaction known, having a dissociation 
constant, Kd, in the order of 4 10-14 M. The strength and specificity of the interaction has led it to 
be one of the most widely used affinity pairs in molecular and biological research. [29]  

Avidin is a protein commonly purified from hen's-egg white. [30] In this work two derivatives of 
avidin are used, namely neutravidin and streptavidin. neutravidin, a commercially available protein, is 
the deglycosylated form of avidin (the sugar entity is removed). Streptavidin, a bacterial homologous 
protein to avidin, isolated from the actinobacterium Streptomyces Avidinii [31], is more frequently 
used than avidin and is also commercially available. Both avidin types have 4 binding sites to which 
biotin can bind.  

Biotin is a water-soluble vitamin that participates as a cofactor in gluconeogenesis, fatty acid 
synthesis and branched chain amino acid catabolism. It functions as the carboxyl carrier for biotin-
dependent carboxylases. [32] 

The structure of the biotin-streptavidin complex has been discovered to be a beta-barrel structure of 
streptavidin binding biotin into its interior. The avidin-type proteins are tetramers which can be 
considered a dimer of dimers. [33] 
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2.6  Fluorophore attachment 

Two different fluorescent dyes, or ‘’fluorophores’’ are used in this work, namely Cy5 and Cy3B. Both 
are cyanine derivatives. Cy5 is excited at a wavelength of 643nm while Cy3B is excited at a 
wavelength of 540nm. The key to their fluorescence is an extended pi conjugated system. Due to the 
pi conjugated systems of these fluorophores, electrons can make transitions between energy levels 
under the emission of photons with wavelengths in the visible range. The pi conjugated system acts 
like an energy well, a more extended pi conjugation means closer internal energy levels, enabling the 
fluorophore to make transitions at lower energies and thus photons that are in the visible range. 
Figure 2.13 shows the structure and spectra of both dyes, and their respective quantum-yields as well 
as extinction coefficients and fluorescent lifetimes. 

 

 

Figure 2.11 Avidin‐type protein comparison. [30]

Figure 2.12 (a) Biotin molecule. [34] (b) Streptavidin monomer with biotin bound to it : a beta 
barrel with extended hairpin loops. Biotin is bound at the open barrel side. [33]  

(a)  (b)
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Figure 2.13 Molecular structure of a) a Cy5 dye and b) a Cy3B dye. [35] c) Absorption and emission spectra of the 

Cy3B and Cy5 fluorophore respectively. [36,37]  E: extinction coefficient; Φ = quantum yield; τ = fluorescence lifetime. 
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The Cy5 used in this work dye is directly bound to our linker protein streptavidin. Sauer et al. have 
shown with the aid of fluorescence lifetime correlation spectroscopy (FLCS) that for directly bound 
Cy5 the fluorescent behavior is not the same for free Cy5. Free Cy5 has one fluorescent state with a 
lifetime of 1 ns, while the Cy5-streptavidin complex shows two different fluorescent states with 
lifetimes of 0.71 ns and 1.72 ns respectively. Since the FLCS curves of the complex could not be 
fitted satisfactorily without taking into account two extra exponential terms, they conclude that not 
only there are two different fluorescent states instead of one, the multi-state system also has two 
states which are not fluorescent. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Most Cy-Dyes are vulnerable to cis/trans isomerization about the polymethine linker which leads to 
the loss of fluorescence upon excitation, particularly at elevated temperatures. [39] In contrast to 
other Cyanine-Dyes, Cy3B is conformationally locked; it is therefore not prone to photo-
isomerization and has superior fluorescence properties. [40] The Cy3B dye used in this work is 
bound to a DNA string which has a biotin attached to the opposite end, and should therefore have 
fluorescent properties as expected for the free Cy3B entity.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.14 TSCP (Time‐Correlated Single‐Photon Counting) curve for the Cy5‐streptavidin complex (red dots). Blue 

and green  lines are the short and  long  lifetime components used as fluorescence decay patterns  in the FLCS. Thin 

vertical lines limit the time window for the calculation. [38] 
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2.7 Fluorescence mechanisms in imaging buffers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
A simplification of the energy levels and excitation pathways of Cy3B-DNA and free Cy5 are 
schematically shown in Figure 2.15. When undisturbed, the molecule is in the lowest energy state, the 
ground singlet state S0. Exciting the molecule(kEXC) brings it to an exited state S1(with a lifetime of a 
few ns) from where it can decay to the ground state under the emission of a photon. This is 
fluorescence. However, instead of decaying under the emission of a photon, the molecule can also 
enter the triplet state T1 (with a lifetime of a few µs) through intersystem crossing (kISC). This triplet 
state renders the molecule vulnerable to reduction (kRED) into a state in which no photons are 
detected from the molecule and which is therefore called a ‘’dark state’’. In this dark state only 
oxidation (kOX) can bring the molecule back to S0. Because under (laser) excitation the molecule 
emits photons in the singlet and triplet (excited) states, those states are called ‘’bright states’’. 

For Cy5-streptavidin and Cy3B-neutravidin we are dealing with a multi-state system as a result of the 
proximity of other constituents like the streptavidin protein. [38] However, the multi-state system 
does not dismiss the fundamental photophysical mechanisms as discussed for free Cy5 and Cy3B, it 
only adds more pathways. Therefore, figure 2.15 does provide insight in the fluorescent mechanisms 
that are open to all the dyes used in this work. 

Molecular oxygen (O2) plays a key role in modulating dye stability (molecular integrity). Oxygen is 
found in the triplet state because the triplet state is most stable (an exception compared to most 
molecules). Triplet O2 efficiently quenches dye triplet states responsible for blinking, resulting in the 
formation of the higher energy singlet oxygen species. Singlet O2 reacts rapidly with exposed 
chemical groups in organic dyes. The resulting oxidized dyes are no longer fluorescent. [42] To 
prevent this, an enzymatic O2-scavenging system is used (GOX). GOX consists of glucose oxidase 
and glucose catalase. Glucose oxydase oxidizes glucose into glucolactone, converting oxygen into 
hydrogen peroxide in the process. Since hydrogen peroxide could harm the fluorophores, glucose 
catalase converts the hydrogen peroxide into water and oxygen (1 molecule less than before). 

 

 

Figure 2.15 Schematic representation of energy levels and photophysical pathways. [41]

Figure 2.16 Proposed switching mechanism of Cy5 under the influence of BME. 

UV
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The photoswitching of our Cy5 dyes is facilitated by a primary thiol in solution, Β-mercaptoethanol 
(βME). Research has shown that agents with a secondary thiol, where the –SH group is bound to a 
carbon which is bound to two other carbons, do not support photoswitching. [43] 

Zhuang et al. showed through absorption spectra, kinetics, and mass spectrometry analyses that the 
dark state of the fluorophore is formed by addition of a thiol to the polymethine bridge of the 
cyanine dye, disrupting the pi conjugated system. [43] (Figure 2.16). Illuminating the dark-state 
product at wavelengths near the UV leads to efficient reversion of the molecules back to the 
fluorescent state. Next to BME a photostabilizer is used, 6-hydroxy-2,5,7,8-tetramethylchroman-2-
carboxylic acid (trolox). Trolox is a vitamin E analog that dramatically reduces photobleaching and 
improves the signal linearity at high excitation rates, significantly extending the applicability of single-
molecule fluorescence techniques. [44] 

The photoswitching of our Cy3B dyes is well described by Sauer et al. [45] Photoactivation is 
achieved by bringing the fluorophore back from a hydrogenated dark state induced by NaBH4, a 
long-lived reduced state also known as a ‘’caged state’’, from where it can blink while stabilized in a 
reducing and oxidizing system (ROXS), see Figure 2.17. Ascorbic acid (AA) and methylviologen 
(MV) are used to stabilize the fluorophore. They are used together with an oxygen-depleted aqueous 
buffer, GOX in PBS. When entering the triplet state, the ROXS system either reduces or oxidizes 
the fluorophore to the corresponding semi-reduced radical anion or semi-oxidized cation, 
respectively. Next, the produced anion or cation is oxidized or reduced again, respectively, and the 
singlet ground state repopulated. This reaction is rapid and prolongs the fluorophores lifetime by 
depleting the triplet state [46]. When bleached, more molecules are brought back from the 
hydrogenated state which can be imaged in the ROXS buffer. [45]  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.8 Imaging  

Figure 2.17 Creation of photoactivatable‐dyes for localization microscopy through NaBH4. The dye is hydrogenated 
with NaBH4 to a stable  ‘’caged’’ dark state (1). NaBH4  is then replaced by a ROXS buffer, which consists of ascetic 
acid (AA) and methylviologen (MV). During the localization microscopy experiment, small subsets of hydrogenated 
dyes are activated by means of UV  irradiation (2) when entering the triplet state the dye  is reduced/oxidized to a 
semi‐reduced  or  semi‐oxidized  radical  anion  or  cation,  respectively,  which  is  subsequently  oxidized/reduced  to 
restore the singlet ground state (3). Adapted from [45].  

Reduced/ 
Oxidized state 

Caged state  Fluorescent state

UV 
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Total Internal Reflection Fluorescence 
                         (TIRF)

The fluorescence is measured using total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF). This technique 
makes use of the unique properties of an induced evanescent wave to selectively excite fluorophores 
in a restricted region. At a specific critical angle between the incident beam and the glass/liquid 
interface, the beam is totally reflected from the glass/liquid interface, rather than passing through 
and refracting in accordance with Snell's Law. [47] The reflection generates a very thin 
electromagnetic field (usually less than 200 nm) in the aqueous medium, which has an identical 
frequency to that of the incident light. This field undergoes exponential intensity decay with 
increasing distance from the surface, and is therefore called an evanescent wave/field. The basic 
concept of total internal reflection fluorescence is illustrated in Figure 2.18. 

TIRF is used to minimize the fluorescence background. [48] For comparison, the optical volume that 
is exited using TIRF is approximately one-tenth of that produced by confocal fluorescence 
microscopy techniques [49]. Because excitation in the bulk of the liquid is avoided, there is little 
secondary fluorescence emission. The result is a much higher signal-to-noise ratio compared to 
conventional widefield epifluorescence illumination. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.18  In total  internal reflection  fluorescence microscopy   one  is only  imaging a thin region of the sample and 
thereby acquiring a high signal‐to‐noise ratio. An evanescent field  is  induced at the  interface, exciting only molecules 
close to it. [41] 
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3 Methods 

3.1 Coating procedure 

The glass slides used in the present work are manufactured by Knittel glass, Germany. The 
dimensions of the glass slides are 24x32x1.70mm. Before depositing the carbon coating, the glass 
slides cleaned with an oxygen plasma (Plasma Etch, PE-25-JW) for 10 min on both sides.  

The slides are then transferred to a Teer UDP400/4 closed field unbalanced magnetron sputtering 
system for PECVD. Finally the slides are cleaned using an Argon plasma for 15 min at a bias voltage 
of -400V.Directly following the plasma cleaning treatment the DLC film is deposited with all four 
magnetrons powered off. A pulsed DC power unit (Pinnacle plus, Advanced Energy) is used for 
substrate biasing, operating at 250 kHz and 87.5% duty cycle. The base pressure of the vacuum 
chamber before the coating process is 2×10-6 mbar. The DLC Film is deposited by PECVD at a 
pulsed DC bias voltage of 600 V for 11 min to reach a film thickness of 60 nm. 

The initial coating thickness is 60 nm. The ratio of the flow rates of argon and acetylene is set at Ar : 
C2H2 = 3 : 2 at a constant pressure of 3×10-3 mbar. The purity of argon and acetylene gasses is 5.0 
and technical grade, respectively.  

 
3.2 Etching procedure 

The Sample is mounted on a custom-made sample holder and transferred to a dual beam system 
consisting of a focused gallium ion beam (FIB) and a scanning electron microscope (SEM) (Lyra-XM 
FIB/SEM dual beam microscope, TESCAN, CZ). The SEM platform for imaging under high angles 
is a Phillips XL30S SEM using a ultra-high-resolution (UHR) through-lens detector (TLD). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1  Sample  holder  as  used  in  the 
SEM  system: During etching  the glass  slide 
is mechanically held  in place by  three  clips 
which are tightened by screws on the edges 
of the sample holder. 
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The sample is tilted inside the dual beam system to an angle of 55°. In this position the sample 
surface is positioned perpendicular to the FIB. The working distance is 9 mm, at which in this 
system the SEM and FIB beams intersect. After aperture centering, astigmatism correction and focus 
have been adjusted,  a dashed line is etched from the edge of the coated cover slide towards the 
middle of the sample. This line is needed as reference in the optical microscope to find the written 
features, and is therefore etched with a sufficient amount of scans to reach the glass. The dashed line 
is written using 150 scans at an ion-current of 10nA (rough etching). The acceleration voltage is 30 
kV. The features are written in the middle of the glass slide so that an airtight gasket can be placed 
over the nanostructure. The position of the features enables us to clamp the sample from all sides, 
and helps to eliminate drift in the optical setup. 

 
3.3 Sample architecture 

The features that are etched into in the inert DLC coating need to reach the glass surface. To locally 
decease the thickness of the DLC coating, squares are etched in a ‘’terrace pattern’’ (Figure 3.2a). The 
terraces are written with a 10nA ion-current and acceleration voltage of 30kV. The terraces have a 
few advantages: First of all the written lines do not need to be etched through 60 nm DLC to reach 
the glass. Such deep ditches would limit the line width because of widening of the etched lines. 
Secondly, etching through less coating is more time efficient, and except for the time that is thus 
saved, etching through less coating means less material is removed and this reduces the influence of 
re-deposition of carbon and embedding of gallium ions in the sample. The time-efficiency also 
reduces the influence of drift. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2 (a) Terraces of different depth, etched with a current of 10nA. In the terraces lines are written with 10pA. 

The preferred case  is the third terrace, where only the  lines can be  functionalized, the DLC being  inert. (b) Typical 

sample architecture. The three areas in the middle of 10 squares each, are the ‘’test terraces’’ from which the right 

depth is decided. The  areas at the end of each horizontal line are terraces with features, where it is made sure that 

the terraces are sufficiently spaced apart to prevent simultaneous illumination in the optical setup. 

(a)  (b)
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Due to differences in DLC thickness, focus, astigmatism and beam collimation, the exact etching rate 
may vary between experiments. Therefore it is difficult to predict the exact number of scans at which 
the glass is exposed. To get to the preferred terrace height, a series of terraces is written where the 
amount of scans is varied from 15 to 150 scans. This is done for each sample individually. By looking 
at the contrast differences, the amount of scans necessary to reach the glass is determined, which is 
when the contrast goes from white to dark. (See 4.1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When the amount of scans necessary to reach the glass is determined, terraces are written with the 
amount of scans that produce the preferred depth as depicted in Figure 3.2. In practice three 
different terrace heights, positioned in the series before contrast reversal, are taken. 

Features are written on those squares using a 10pA current and 30kV acceleration voltage. After the 
structures are written on the terraces with the FIB, exposure of the etched regions to the electron 
beam is avoided as much as possible. This is because unwanted deposition of material by the 
electron beam may interfere with functionalization of the surface. 

 

 

Figure 3.3  Example  of  the  variation  of  terrace  height  using  the  same  apparent  settings.  Every  sample  is 
individually  treated and patterns are adjusted based on  the  feedback  that  the  color variations  in  the  squares 
give. 
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3.4 AFM characterization 

The AFM (Nanoscope IIIa, Digital Instruments) used for characterization has been operated in 
tapping mode. An uncoated undoped Si cantilever (Veeco Instruments SAS) with a spring constant 
of 20–80 N m-1 and a characteristic frequency of 300–366 kHz was used. 

 
3.5 Surface activation by silinisation 

The selective functionalization  is achieved by first activating the surface by covalently linking an 
amine-containing silane, 3-aminopropyl-dimethyl-ethoxysilane (APDMES, Acros-Organics). The 
procedure provides an activated glass surface with free amino groups (appendix A). 

 
3.6 Surface passivation with polyethylene glycol (PEG).  

The silanized microscope cover slide is incubated at room temperature with a solution of  biotin–
PEG–succinimidyl valerate (MW5000, Laysan Bio, Arab, AL) and methoxy-PEG-succinimidyl 
valerate (MW 5000, Laysan Bio, Arab, AL). To increase the number of surface sites, the protocol has 
been changed during the project. In this protocol only biotin-PEG-SVA is used (appendix B). 

 
3.7 Chamber gasket 

A microscopic chamber gasket (LabTek, Nunc) is placed on top of the glass to enable the addition of 
the imaging buffer, as well as easy removal. The gasket also enables us to effectively remove oxygen:  
The gasket is glued from the outside using Bison 2-component glue (which is thoroughly mixed and 
left to dry for >2 hours) and after the addition of the buffer and oxygen removal system (GOX) a 
glass slide is put on top to create a closed, airtight, oxygen-free system. 

 
3.8 Surface functionalization 

The structures are labeled with the following fluorophore derivatives: Cy5-streptavidin(Invitrogen), 
Cy3B-DNA (IBA, Germany) (Figure 3.4) and Cy3B-neutravidin. For all fluorophores nanomolar 
concentrations have been used during incubation. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3.4 Schematic  representation of  the double  stranded   DNA helix. On  the T1  site  the Cy3B‐fluorophore  is 
bound. On the B33 site a NH2 group is present which would allow to label the strand with different fluorophores. 
The biotin opposite to the T1 site can be linked through the avidin‐biotin interaction to the nanostructure. 
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In the case of Cy5-streptavidin incubation is done directly, because it is already bound to the avidin-
type protein. Cy5 is used in concentrations of 0.5nM and 16.7nM. Labeling times range from 5 
minutes for high concentrations to up to 30 minutes for lower concentrations. After labeling, all 
structures are washed 3 times in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and kept in wet (PBS/switching 
buffer) environment. For high concentrations of 16.7 nM, rinsing with PBS three times has proven 
to be insufficient to remove all fluorophores in solution. Rinsing thoroughly with PBS after the 
incubation step for >10 times is recommended. 

In the case of Cy3B-DNA the surface is first exposed to neutravidin. The neutravidin is diluted from 
a stock concentration of 1 mg/ml to 0.2 mg/ml with PBS and kept on the surface for 5 minutes. 
Unbound neutravidin molecules are removed by washing/rinsing with the PBS buffer. After the 
neutravidin exposure the sample is labeled with Cy3B-DNA for 5 minutes. Cy3B is mainly used in a 
5nM concentration. 

In the case of Cy3B-neutravidin the exact concentration is estimated from absorption measurements 
to be in the range of 100nm. From the stock we have diluted the stock solution in a ratio of 1:20  
which gives an average coverage on a pegylated coverslide (see Figure 4.28). Incubation is done for 5 
minutes, after which the sample is thoroughly rinsed.  

 
3.9 Imaging buffers 

Experiments with Cy5 are carried out in a TX/BME/GOX buffer (appendix C). Experiments with 
Cy3B also use this oxygen scavenging system, but are done using an AA/MV buffer (appendix D) 
and later on using NaBH4 [36.824 mg/mmol]. The NaBH4 buffer has been used in a 60mM 
concentration (~2mg/ml). 

NaBH4 is also used to effectively put the Cy5 fluorophores in a non-reactivatable off state, making 
relabeling of the structure possible. Since NaBH4 is a strong reducing agent, care should be taken. 
The hydrolysis of sodium borohydride is an exothermic reaction that releases hydrogen gas [50] as in 
Equation 1. 

 

 

 

Therefore the container which holds the NaBH4 should not be closed – the pressure of the hydrogen 
gas can cause the container to explode. 

 

 

 

Equation 1  Hydrolysis reaction of NaBH4.
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3.10 Imaging System 

Total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) imaging is carried out on an inverted microscope body 
(Olympus IX-81) equipped with an oil immersion objective lens (UApo 100x, NA 1.49 Oil). 
Additional lenses are inserted to achieve an overall magnification of 160x. Under these conditions, 
one pixel images an area of 80x80 nm2 on the sample. Cy5 and Cy3B are excited with a 637 nm 
(OBIS, Coherent) and 561 nm (sapphire, Coherent) solid state laser respectively. The laser beam is 
spectrally filtered using a cleanup filter (zet4640/10x, Chroma) and coupled into the microscope 
objective via a tripleband beamsplitter (zet405/488/561/635NF +  488/561/638rpc). Fluorescent 
light is detected using a CCD camera with an electron multiplier (ImagEM, Hamamatsu).  

The laser powers in this setup are in the mW range, ranging from 0.5-100mW. The laser powers in 
our experiments are always measured just after the optical density filter. Losses may be induced by 
the optical pathway and also the beam profile plays a role in the actual illumination. To safeguard the 
reproducibility of the results and report a controllable laser power, the light intensity on our sample 
is calculated in kW/cm2. The power per area is acquired by adjusting the aperture so that the whole 
beam is viewed on the CCD camera. The FWHM of this intensity profile is taken as the diameter for 
calculating the beam area. The laser power just before the objective gives an upper limit on the laser 
power density in kW/cm2, while the laser power after the objective gives us a lower limit. Because 
different laser powers have been used during the experiments, a calibration at one input laser power 
is made. For calculating the power densities at other powers, it is assumed that the power density on 
the sample is proportional to the laser power. For the UV laser (405nm) a power density of 0.042-
0.06 kW/cm2

 per mW of laserpower is calculated, For the red laser (635nm) a power density of 
0.094-0.163 kW/cm2

  per mW of laserpower is calculated, and for the green laser (561nm) a power 
density of 0.165-0.280 kW/cm2

 per mW of laserpower is calculated. 

A laser clean-up filter is used to spectrally narrow the emission of each excitation source. This is 
done by inserting a dichroic beamsplitter and emission filter between the microscope objective and 
the camera (see Figure 3.5).The fluorescence emission of the sample is separated from the strong 
signal of the exciting lasers. In order to  perform dual-color excitation STORM imaging (UV plus 
561nm excitation for Cy3b resp. UV plus 640nm excitation for Cy5) a triple-bandpass filter is used as 
dichroic mirror. The corresponding spectra are shown in appendix E. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5  Optical imaging system used. [51]
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3.11 Drift correction software 

Because even with clamping the sample may experience small mechanical drift, which would ruin 
reconstructed images, the drift is eliminated using a matlab-code which can do efficient subpixel 
image registration by crosscorrelation. The code gives the same precision as fast Fourier transform 
(FFT) upsampled cross correlation in a small fraction of the computation time and with reduced 
memory requirements. It obtains an initial estimate of the crosscorrelation peak by an FFT and then 
refines the shift estimation by upsampling the discrete fourier transform (DFT). This is done only in 
a small neighborhood of that estimate by means of a matrix-multiply DFT. With this procedure all 
the image points are used to compute the upsampled crosscorrelation. [52,53] Note that this only 
eliminates drift in the x and y direction. However, because z-drift only changes the size of the 
Gaussian intensity distribution, and not influence the localization precision beyond a certain limit of 
z-drift, this is not corrected with software. Where able the autofocus function of the microscope is 
utilized, eliminating the problem of (extensive) z-drift in its entirety. 

Sometimes the driftcorrection software is unable to retain its reference, especially when the intensity 
decrease due to bleaching is large in a movie. An algorithm written in Java by Kang Li [54] as an 
ImagJ-plugin has been used in those cases and solved the problem. It uses the currently shown slice 
in an image stack as the initial reference, or "template". It estimates the geometrical transformation 
needed to best align each of the other slices with the "template". The estimation and alignment are 
performed using the Lucas-Kanade algorithm. Then, once a slice is aligned, the "template" is updated 
on the fly using the formula: new_template = a * old_template + (1 - a) * newly_aligned_slice, where "a" is 
the "template update coefficient" that can be adjusted when the plugin is run. 

 
3.12 STORM reconstruction software 

STORM reconstructions have been done using a ImageJ plugin written by M. Punter. First a 
discoidal averaging filter is used. This means that for each pixel in each frame, an inner radius is 
defined, in our case equal to 1. This means that on top of this pixel, 1 pixel more is considered on 
each edge. This represents the area where the 2D Gaussian distribution of the fluorophore is located. 
The 3x3 cross is now averaged. Then an outer radius is defined, in our case equal to 3, representing 
the background which (minus the inner part) also gets averaged. The difference between the two 
averaged values is now taken, and assigned to the central pixel.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.6 Depiction  of    the  Discoidal 
averaging  filter  as  used  in  our 
reconstructions,  the  intensity  values  of 
the  inner  radius  (red  squares)  are 
averaged  and  subtracted  from  the 
averaged  intensity  values  of  the  outer 
radius (Green squares).   
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The way the discoidal averaging filter works, means that for high density areas(peaks within the outer 
radius of a pixel), the assigned value is lower than for low density areas. This is kept in mind when 
dealing with movies or stacks of consecutive images where the density per frame changes a lot in this 
aspect due to bleaching of fluorophores. In the case a pixel is considered which is not a peak, it can 
happen that the final pixel value is negative. In that case the program sets its value to zero. 

After filtering the movie an intensity threshold is defined. This can be done globally, or based on the 
standard deviation from the average intensity of the frame which the program is considering(for 
example, if a pixel has intensity which is higher than 4 times the standard deviation, it can be 
considered a peak per definition). The threshold based on the standard deviation is dynamic, 
meaning that the mean and standard deviation are calculated for each frame again. A global threshold 
is useful if the fluorophores are very bright and distinguishable throughout the movie, while a 
threshold based on the standard deviation has the ability to find more peaks, because it usually also 
takes into account weaker peaks that are a bit further from the center of the beam profile. Notice 
that when using the discoidal averaging filter before, the standard deviation is much higher relative to 
the mean (while the overall values are lower) and the threshold in terms of standard deviation should 
be set considerably lower. 

When faced with huge bleaching effects in the movie, or severe reductions in amount of peaks 
(causing the standard deviation to change) basing the threshold on standard deviation can cause the 
program to assign peaks to background fluctuations. Therefore, both the end and beginning of the 
movie should be previewed for found spot locations.  

After setting the threshold, the program starts to look for peaks(=high intensity pixels) which are 
above the threshold, and orders them from the highest intensity to the lowest. Starting with the 
highest intensity, a minimum distance between peaks is defined. Because it is known that a 2-
dimensional Gaussian distribution coming from a fluorophore should not exceed a 9x9 pixel box 
(730x730nm), a distance between peaks of 4px is set. (calculated from the center pixel, resulting in 
the 9x9 box). For every peak a 9x9 box is blacked out and its position logged into a table. When the 
program has reached the lowest intensity peak of the frame that is still above the threshold, the same 
process runs for every consecutive frame. 

Now that the (approximate) locations based on intensity are logged, the program goes to the original 
movie and try to fit a two dimensional Gaussian on each found position using equation 2. 
 

, 	exp	
2 2

 

2√2 ln 2 

 
Equation 2  Two dimensional Gaussian fit and calculation of the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM). 
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The error values in the peak fitter give an idea how good the parameter is within the fit, which is not 
the same as the localization error. The localization error  is given by : 

	
⁄

) 

 

 

 
The first term under the square root symbol on the right-hand side of  Equation 3 takes into 
account photon shot noise, while the second term includes the effect of finite pixel size of the 
detector. The last term factors the effects of background noise into the equation. [55] 

After fitting the Gaussian, the middle of the Gaussian is pinpointed as shown in Figure 3.7, after 
applying a magnification for sub-pixel resolution. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
3.13 SOFI reconstruction software 

Next to the STORM algorithm, superresolution optical fluctuation imaging (SOFI) is used [6,56,57]. 
SOFI is based on the spatio-temporal evaluation of optical signals which originate from 
independently fluctuating emitters. Fluctuation arising from any fluorescence property might be used 
for SOFI, as long as it can be recorded. This could be blinking between an ON to an OFF state, or 
simply between a bright and dim fluorescent state. [56] The key to resolution enhancement by SOFI 
is that any fluorescent molecule does not interact with its neighbors – i.e. emitters fluctuate 
stochastically and independently of each other. Any synchronization or coupling of fluctuations (by 
external fields or by interactions with neighbors) would compromise the SOFI approach. [56] 

 

Equation 3  Localization error function where s is the standard deviation of a Gaussian function approximating 
the true point‐spread function of the emitter, N is the number of photons captured from the fluorescent 
molecule, a is the pixel size of the imaging detector, and b is the standard deviation of the background 
(including background fluorescence emission combined with detector noise). [55] 

Figure 3.7  Pinpointing of fluorophore position done by the STORM reconstruction algorithm. 
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A straightforward measure of independently fluctuating stochastic signals is the correlation function. 
Intuitively, it is clear that a single fluctuating emitter gives rise to a highly correlated signal, whereas a 
mixed signal, composed of a superposition of signals coming from two or more independent 
emitters, is less correlated. 

Reconstruction is done by taking a movie of the sample and subsequently calculating the temporal nth 
order cumulant for each pixel. Such a cumulant measures the dependence of detected signal 
fluctuations on the position of an emitter. Plotting the value of the nth order cumulant for almost any 
given set of time lags yields an image featuring a resolution enhancement of a factor √n over the 
conventional image. [57]  

This resolution enhancement can be further increased by expanding this approach to higher-order 
cumulants, which can be derived from higher-order correlation functions. Resolution can then 
further be increased by deconvoluting the signal. This is done using Fourier reweighting. However, 
this may introduce some artefacts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.8  a)  Emitter  distribution  in  the  object  plane,  a  closer  look  is  taken  at  the  two  selected  emitters.  b) 

Magnified  detail  of A. Conventional  imaging  cannot  resolve  the  two  points  c)  Time  trace  of B.  d)  Second  order 

correlation function of C. e) two resolved points. Adapted from [58]. 
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4 Results 

4.1 Etch rate 

The etch rate of the FIB is measured using atomic force microscopy (AFM). To investigate the 
thickness of the DLC coating, squares of different depth were etched into the sample. The depth of 
a series of squares with dimensions of 10 by 10 µm, was increased by varying the number of scans 
from 15 to 225 at ion current of 10nA. Consecutively an optical bright field image was taken (Figure 
4.1a) to determine the number of scans where the glass is exposed. From the contrast reversal we 
conclude that the DLC coating is fully removed at 150 scans. This contrast reversal is also visible in 
the SE image taken with the SEM. The AFM data shows that this contrast reversal is visible at a 
depth between 50 and 70 nm. This data confirms that the layer thickness of the deposited DLC is 
about 60 nm. 

The AFM data shows that material is deposited instead of removed for the first three squares. We 
speculate that this is due to deposition of material from the sample and/or residual gasses in the 
chamber. It seems that for the initial scans deposition of material is more favorable. After the initial 
squares a linear dependence of depth on the number of scans is observed. By fitting the data points 
that show a depth profile instead of a height profile, a linear sputtering rate of about  0.8 +/  0.02 
nm/scan is calculated (Figure 4.1b).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4.1  (a) Bright field  image showing a series of 10 by 10 mm squares with  increasing amount of scans. (b) 
Depth profile of the corresponding  etched terraces measured using the AFM [17].  
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4.2 Properties of terraces and surface roughening 

The topology of patterned samples is inspected using AFM. The topological data provides insight in 
the effect and amount of surface roughening. Figure 4.2 shows that surface roughening is in the 
order of 5nm. Since written lines are at least 60 nm deep, surface roughening is not considered to 
interfere significantly with the precision of written features.  

With a large number of scans, an elevation on the terrace edges is observed. While area inside the 
terrace are influenced by both milling and redeposition, the edges do not experience direct ion 
bombardment an have only redeposited material.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2 (a) 3D‐plot showing roughening and elevation and complementary (b) linescan of a 30‐scan terrace (c)
3D‐plot showing roughening and depth and complementary (d) linescan  of a 105‐scan terrace. The red line in the 
3D surface plots show the direction of the line scan. 

105 scans

30 scans

(a) 
(b)

(c)  (d)
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4.3 Geometric properties of written lines 

The optimum line profile for lines etched in the DLC is a stepfunction, because it is very well 
defined. However, in reality line profiles deviate from this shape. To investigate the actual line 
profiles of lines etched into a DLC surface, platinum was deposited on top of lines with varying 
width (Figure 4.3a-b). In the next step, half of the lines were etched away with Ga+ ions to expose 
the line profile, after which the sample was viewed under a tilt angle of 70 degrees (Figure 4.3c). 

The data in Figure 4.4 shows that indeed the line profiles deviate from a step function. It is observed 
that edges have both horizontal and vertical components, instead of exclusively a vertical 
component. For the first line of 20 nm, the lineshape is perfectly Gaussian (The R2 value, also known 
as the goodness of fit, is 0.997) with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 76 nm. The reason 
for this large discrepancy between input width and output width, is the spotsize. Although according 
to the manufacturer, a 20 nm spotsize for etching should be obtainable, we have not been able to 
reach this.  

The linewidth of (most of the) the lines used throughout this work, is 100 nm. For this linewidth 
again a Gaussian shape is observed (with again a R2 value of 0.997), with a FWHM of 86 nm. 
However, the FWHM may not represent the width over which fluorophores can bind. For all our 
lines a line depth considerable larger than the DLC layer height of 60 nm is measured - for the lines 
of 100 nm width, correcting for the 70 degree tilt angle, the line depth is determined to be 127.7 nm, 
a factor two higher than intended. The large line depth means that the glass is not only reached, but 
is etched away considerably. This means that redeposition of glass on the edges of the lineshape is 
very probable. This redeposition can also occur on areas of the lineshape that do not fall into the 
definition of the FWHM. Therefore we take as a reasonable definition of the peak width 4σ. (the 
distance under which 95.5% of the area of the Gaussian shape is present) This means that for a line 
with an input width of 100 nm, the functionalizable width is 146.38 nm. This suggests that lines of 
100nm which are spaced less than 50 nm apart, are unresolvable.  

For lines wider than 100 nm, the lineshape resembles a step function. For those lines we define the 
line width as the distance between the first two points on either side where the deviation from the 
baseline is more than 5nm. A line with an input linewidth of 1000 nm, gives an output linewidth of 
1150 nm (Figure 4.4c). This suggests that lines of 1µm which are spaced less than 150 nm apart, are 
unresolvable. We observe that lines with a smaller width can be written closer to each other without 
overlapping. 

The white sphere-like particles near the lines are most likely segregated and physisorbed carbon 
particles, since they appear after etching the otherwise smooth DLC-surface. The DLC layer which 
should constitute of 60 nm between the glass and platinum could not be clearly distinguished. This 
may be due to a small contrast difference between DLC and other constituents. It could also be a 
charging effect since a large area of glass below the DLC layer is now exposed. 
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Line 
number 

Input 
width 

Line 1  0.02 µm

Line 2  0.05 µm

Line 3  0.1 µm 

Line 4  0.2 µm

Line 5  0.3 µm

Line 6  0.4 µm 

Line 7  0.5 µm

Line 8  0.6 µm

Line 9  0.7 µm

Line 10  0.8 µm 

Line 11  0.9 µm

Line 12  1 µm

Figure 4.4  (a‐f) Line profiles of 
lines  1‐12  viewed  with  SEM 
with an acceleration voltage of 
7kV. The  Lines are etched with 
50k Scans at a current of 10nA. 
g)  Line  width  parameters    for 
each  line.  (h‐k)  Comparison  of 
input  and  output  line  profile. 
The  output  line  profiles  are 
fitted  using  the  contrast 
differences  from  the  SEM 
images,  and  depth‐corrected 
for the viewing angle. 

Figure 4.3 Schematic view 
and  SEM  image  of  the  a) 
line pattern written before 
platinum deposition b) line 
pattern  after  platinum 
deposition and c) exposed 
line profile.   

(c)(a)  (b) 
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(a)  (b)

4.4 Precision of lines 

In section 4.3 we have concluded that based on the depth profile, lines with spacing smaller than 50 
nm are indistinguishable in the optical setup, due to the Gaussian line profile and inherent 
redeposition of glass for deep lines. In this section we determine how the FIB input parameters and 
output parameters correlate, and show the minimal achievable distance between lines that the FIB 
system can achieve. 

For this purpose 20 lines have been written closer and closer to one another, with spacings ranging 
from 500 nm to 50 nm (appendix F). It is observed that for very small spacings, the lines are less 
well-defined or not distinguishable at all, depending on the ion dose given per line. The distances 
between the peaks of a fit from the SEM image (Figure F1) are compared to the input parameters. 
Except for the first line spacing, which shows a deviation of 20-40 nm, the line spacings are in good 
agreement with the input parameters. The observed error for the spacing between two lines (the first 
spacing excluded) compared to the input parameters is max. 15 nm and on average 5.8 nm. 

For lines etched with 25k scans, it is possible to distinguish every line in the SEM image. For lines 
written using 100k scans at the same ion current, an area with white contrast is observed in the SEM 
image between each line and the last three lines cannot be distinguished. While the former are not 
functionalized in the optical setup, the latter are. Possibly the white areas observed in the SEM 
images are due to redeposition of glass, since they are not observed at doses where the lines are not 
completely etched through the coating. It is also possible that the higher dose is increasing the effect 
of the FIB beam tail as discussed in 2.2, leading to lines that are less well-defined. 

In Figure 4.5 a pattern is shown which has overlapping lines. In contrast to parallel lines, overlapping 
lines are less well defined. Defects in overlapping lines as shown in Figure 4.5 are very probably due 
to drift, or redeposition effects, and could possibly be eliminated by designing an etching procedure 
where points that are close together are written consecutively, instead of writing line per line. This 
‘’smart writing’’ technique is not possible with the current software of the used setup. 

Etched boxes as shown in Figure 4.5, can show different contrast in separate regions. This is 
probably due to trapped charges in the isolated DLC which cannot easily dissipate through the 
insulating glass. This has not proven to be an issue in the experiments described here since structures 
are etched at least 12 hours before imaging on the laser microscopy setup. This is enough time for 
any charge to dissipate. On top of this the sample is repeatedly immersed in conducting liquids, 
ensuring dissipation of any charge.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5 a) ‘’Boxes  in  boxes’’ 
pattern written with the FIB with 
both  features  above  and  below 
the  diffraction  limit.  b)  Effect  of 
closed  versus  open  regions
visible in SEM. 
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(b)(a) 

4.5 Drift control 

Our drift correction algorithm is verified by correcting the drift of two non-overlapping signals in 
close proximity, which are stable over a long time. 

As fluorescent sources 0.2 μm TetraSpeck™ beads are used. The beads are microspheres stained 
throughout with four different fluorescent dyes, yielding beads that each display four well-separated 
excitation/emission peaks—365/430 nm (blue), 505/515 nm (green), 560/580 nm (orange), and 
660/680 nm (dark red). [59] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To prevent the coffee-stain effect, where particles congregate on the edges of a liquid drop that is 
evaporating, as shown in Figure 4.7, the beads are solved in ethanol. Ethanol evaporates considerably 
faster than water. 30000 frames are then taken with integration time of 30ms, and the drift correction 
algorithm is applied. As shown in Figure 4.8, drift correction is successful. The same result is 
observed for both drift correction methods treated in section 3.11. For blinking molecules the same 
results are expected, where the background such as the terrace edge serves as a reference. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.7 Illustration of the coffee‐stain effect. [60]

Figure 4.8  Image  depicting  the 
maximum  intensity  values  over 
30000  frames  (total  duration  :  15 
minutes) of a) Before and b) After 
drift correction. 

2 µm 
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Figure 4.10 a) Study on the effect of different duty cycles on reactivation and bleaching, The inset in the graph 

shows a reactivation plot where the frame  just before a UV pulse and just after are overlaid. The red and UV 

laser power are 5mW and 43mW respectively. (b) Trace taken from the movie where we pulse every 10000 ms . 

Pulse duration is 100 ms and integration time is 20 ms. Frames of the corresponding peaks are numbered and 

shown above the trace. 
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4.7 Cy5-Streptavidin 

Before functionalizing the etched lines with Cy5-Streptavidin, its fluorescence behavior is studied on 
a pegylated coverslide. From the abundance of green spots in the activation plot of Figure 4.10a, it 
can be seen that reactivation in the BME/TX/GOX buffer works. The fluorophores are reactivated 
after UV pulses from the dark state that was induced by BME (Figure 4.10b). This confirms 
STORM-type blinking behavior. From the trace in Figure 4.10, it can be seen that the fluorescent 
intensity of a peak represented by a 240x240 nm box is about 45000 counts (using an EM gain of 
220) where the background has about 5000 counts. Because of small localization errors at high 
contrast values, this signifies that the fluorophore is suitable for high resolution imaging. 

In an effort to have a constant density of active fluorophores per frame, where this density is such 
that individual fluorophores do not overlap, the UV is not continuously applied but in a pulsed 
manner. The UV is pulsed at different rates to determine effect on the bleaching rate of the 
fluorophores on the surface. Depending on the density of spots per frame that is achieved on our 
structures, pulsing the UV instead of applying it in continuous wave mode (CW) extends the time 
over which can be imaged before our surface is bleached. 

From the length of the tail after UV activation an optimal duty cycle is calculated; the mean intensity 
after giving one pulse returns to its baseline after 50 frames, corresponding to 1000 ms. Therefore, 
pulsing every 1000 ms is considered to be optimal. This optimal duty cycle is represented by the blue 
line in the graph in Figure 4.10a, and yields the most activated fluorophores in the shortest amount 
of time. When increasing the density of fluorophores on the surface, one may choose to use a sub-
optimal duty cycle, where the surface is activated less frequently. This is because of the risk of 
overlapping signals which cannot be fitted with a 2D-gaussian by our STORM algorithm : in that 
case the UV laser power or pulse duration can be modified to activate less fluorophores per pulse, 
and thus have a lower bleaching rate at the cost of increased acquisition time.  
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Active both before 
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A pattern is designed with features below the diffraction limit, as well as features that are normally 
resolvable with light. This pattern is shown in Figure 4.11. It consists of a cross and three boxes with 
sides of 3500, 1500 and 250 nm. For the line width of 100 nm we have an inner spacing between the 
lines of 75 nm. 

Incubation has been done using 5nM Cy5-Streptavidin (diluted from a stock solution with PBS) for 
three minutes. The TIRF image in Figure 4.11c, taken in a PBS buffer after labeling, shows that the 
structure is homogeneously labeled, and that fluorophores do not stick to the DLC or the area 
between the lines. From this data we conclude that using this approach, we are able to specifically 
label the structures with fluorophores. The next step is to apply the switching buffer : after washing 
with PBS 3 times, the TX/BME/GOX buffer was applied (appendix C).  

Fluorescent behavior in the lines is observed to be drastically different from that on the pegylated 
surface. The fluorophores seem to be on for a longer time, and individual spots cannot easily be 
distinguished. Instead of localized events, intensity fluctuations are observed. From the maximum 
intensity picture, in Figure 4.11d, we conclude that the total density on the structure is sufficient. The 
problem lies with the separation of the individual signals in time. When the structure is bleached at a 
certain point in time, individual spots are observed. However, at that stage, an insufficient amount of 
fluorophores could be reactivated for successful reconstruction. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

	

Figure 4.11 ‘’Boxes  in boxes‐pattern’’ written using 100k scans with an  ion current of 8‐10 pA and acceleration 

voltage 30kV. (a) SEM image. (b) Brightfield image. (c) TIRF image in PBS buffer. (d) Maximum intensity image in 

BME buffer. (e) Reconstruction using STORM algorithm. (f) Reconstruction using second order SOFI. (g) Intensity 

corrected  second  order  SOFI  reconstruction.  (h)  Intensity  corrected  second  order  SOFI  reconstruction, 

deconvoluted with Fourier reweighting.  
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As an example, fluorescence traces of three different emitters are shown (Figure 4,12a). The traces 
are determined by looking for individual spots in the last 2000 frames of the movie; before that time 
only intensity fluctuations are visible and no individual fluorescent signals can be identified. It is 
clearly visible from comparison with Figure 4.10b that traces in Figure 4.12a are not traces of 
individual fluorophores for the first ~8000 frames, since the data shows no clearly distinguishable 
ON and OFF state on a constant baseline, but rather a mixed signal that bleaches over time. From 
frame 8000 onward, the contrast that is observed is about half of what is measured before on the 
pegylated slide (Figure 4.10b). Even on the deeply etched reference line next to the terrace, the 
average signal is about 15000 counts on a background of about 5000 counts. Which is also 
considerably lower than observed before on a pegylated slide. It is worth noticing that the laser 
power used on the DLC-etched structure is a factor 5 higher than is used on the pegylated slide, and 
the baseline is reached after 15 times the amount of time. Either the DLC environment seems to 
stabilize the fluorophores, or the fluorophores are trapped in the features in great numbers, making it 
appear that their lifetime is increased significantly. However in the last case also an increase in the 
photon count on the structure should be detected. Since this is not the case, we conclude that the 
DLC environment is affecting the photoswitching properties of the Cy5 fluorophores. 

For the stochastic switching of fluorophores, BME needs to be present between the lines to put the 
fluorophores in a dark state. Barely any increase in intensity is observed after applying an UV pulse, 
indicating that the fluorophores are not being put in a dark state by the BME. Therefore the 
concentration of BME, initially 70mM, is increased two and even tenfold. While using the 
heightened concentrations of the switching buffer, the same behavior of the fluorophores between 
the lines is observed (data not included).  

(b)

Figure 4.12  a)  Three  traces  of  a movie  of  10000  frames with  integration  time  of  30ms. Red  laser  power  is 

25mW. b) Bleaching rate of the same movie. The disturbances in the line are due to 4 UV pulses. c) bleaching of 

the structure with a red laser power of 50mW illumination pulsed periodically with UV.  
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Image reconstruction on Cy5-Labeled nanostructures using the STORM algorithm is difficult 
because single peaks cannot be distinguished in high intensity areas. Therefore, reconstructions give 
patchy results (Figure 4.11e). On top of this, overlapping signals could form a shared intensity spot 
that is higher than their individual  highest intensity, resulting in a false localization. The false 
localizations, together with the large amount of area and frames which are unresolvable by our 
algorithm, have encouraged us to look for alternative superresolution methods which are not 
localization based.  

The SOFI algorithm from the group of Simon Stein in Göttingen, Germany is able to reconstruct 
datasets based on intensity fluctuations, and does not need to identify individual fluorescent signals. 
SOFI is therefore used for reconstruction of our Cy5-Streptavidin datasets. The SOFI 
reconstructions visible Figure 4.11f-h are a significant improvement over the STORM algorithm, but 
seem unable to clearly distinguish the spacing of about 75 nm in the inner squares. This can be due 
to the fact that the etching resolution of the FIB is within nanometers of the size of the features. 

To see what distances can be resolved using SOFI,  and to see the improvement of this method over 
the STORM algorithm which needs separated signals, a pattern of lines is designed where the lines 
are spaced closer and closer to one another. The spacing’s used can be found in appendix F.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Figure 4.13 a) Overlay of  the STORM  reconstruction  (White pixels) Using a 4  fold magnification, and  the 

Intensity corrected second order SOFI reconstruction, deconvoluted with Fourier reweighting (Red pixels). b) 

SEM  image  of  the  pattern.  c)  Intensity  profile  shown  as  a  function  of  the  x‐axis  for  both  reconstruction 

techniques and the corresponding SEM image.  

(c)

(b) 

(a) 
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Using the STORM algorithm, lines that are written 275 nm apart can be resolved. With SOFI lines 
200-175 nm apart can be resolved, which is beyond the resolution limit of the red laser light. This is 
the smallest distance we have been able to resolve until now. 

The pattern which is successfully reconstructed beyond the diffraction limit, is written on a terrace 
etched with 60 scans and an ion current of 10 nA. The lines are then written using 100k scans at an 
ion current of 7.5pA. From the from the SEM image in Figure 4.13 and the line profile it can be 
observed that while sufficiently through the glass, the lines are better defined than the lines in 
appendix F. The reason for this is considered to be (a slightly) better focus. However, white contrast 
and poorly defined lines at closer spacings indicate that the present limit of what is resolvable with 
SOFI may be influenced by the currently achievable precision of the gallium FIB. 

We have therefore collaborated with Henning Vieker from Bielefeld university, Germany. Henning 
has etched patterns using an helium FIB. The etched patterns consists of lines 20, 40 and 80 nm 
wide, spaced 500, 250 and 80 nm apart at different doses. Unfortunately the resolvable distance 
could not be improved, as depicted in Figure 4.14. Only lines with a width of 80 nm and spaced 500 
nm apart could be resolved (Figure 4.14a). Moreover, it seems that using the helium FIB does not 
solve the issue of the bright areas between the lines (Figure 4.14b). The redeposition of glass may still 
be a major issue. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.14 a) Fluorescent image and line profiles of helium FIB etched lines 500, 250 and 80 nm apart. Only the 
lines of 500 nm  could be  resolved. b) Corresponding SEM  image. c) Computed  sputter yield  from carbon and 
silicon under Proton, He+ and Ga+ beams of varying energy. [61]

(b)(a)  (c) 
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If this material is indeed redeposited glass, silane compounds can assemble on it and the area can be 
functionalized. Using Helium ions could therefore be a sub-optimal choice for our application – to 
get to a sufficient depth the sample needs to be exposed for a far longer time since the sputter yield 
is one to two orders of magnitude lower compared to gallium ions as shown in Figure 4.14c. 
Redeposition effects could therefore be more prominent in nanostructures that are etched using the 
helium FIB. Moreover, a longer etch time increases the effect of drift, which is visible in Figure 
4.14b by the curvature in the lines. 

However, it is certainly possible to etch nanostructures with the helium or gallium FIB, with features 
that are spaced very close apart with sufficient depth, without too much contribution from 
redeposition. This is because only redeposition of glass is an issue, not redeposition of the DLC 
material which is etched away first. Redeposition of glass only occurs at the point where the FIB has 
already etched sufficiently through the coating. Therefore, an optimum point can be determined in 
the etching procedure, where the DLC is etched just through to the glass and where the FIB does 
not etch away any glass beyond this point.  

Since redeposition effects have more effect when writing features very close together, we can use 
lines spaced far apart to calculate how accurate we can resolve line widths. The 100 nm lines give an 
average (over 8 lines written with 100k scans@10pA) FWHM of 75.36, comparable to the calculated 
FWHM of 86 in section 4.3. The lines written in Figure 4.15 have a width of 50nm, with edge-to-
edge spacings of 450, 350, 250, 150 and 100 nm. 

The FWHM for the lines are calculated by doing a multiple Gaussian peak fit, and averaging the 
FWHM of  the fitted gaussians over all 8 lines. An average FWHM of  94.5 nm is obtained for lines 
with an input width of  50nm. Interestingly, for the same pattern on a terrace etched 15 scans less, a 
lower average FWHM of  87.6 nm is obtained. For the same pattern etched on the same terrace of  
only 75 scans, with the amount of  scans reduced from 100k to 50k, the average line width decreases 
to 64.52. The decrease in these values is in line with our assumption that re-deposition is a reason for 
broadening of  the line profile, because it indicates that when we etch less into the glass we have a 
smaller functionalizable area.  

 

  

  

  

  

  

 

Figure 4.15 Reconstruction and line profiles of features written on a terrace of 90 scans with an ion current of 

10nA. The  lines are written using 100000 scans at an  ion current of 5pA. The multiple peak Gaussian  fit  is 

done for lines spaced 450nm apart.  
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4.8 Cy3B-DNA 

While Cy5-streptavidin has proven to give reliable reconstructions beyond the resolution limit with 
SOFI, localization-based superresolution like STORM is not successful. Therefore an effort is made 
to make localization based superresolution microscopy yield sub-diffraction limit reconstructions on 
structures with Cy3B-DNA 

The buffer used for Cy3B is an AA/MV/GOX buffer (appendix D) which stabilizes the 
fluorophores that are switched with NaBH4. Before functionalizing the etched lines with Cy3B-
DNA, its fluorescence behavior is studied on a pegylated coverslide where the PEG molecules are 
bound to biotin in a ratio 1:6. To make sure oxygen is out, a gasket was glued on the sample. After 
15 minutes of incubation with neutravidin and 500 pM Cy3B-DNA, the fluorophores are brought 
into an off state with NaBH4 (10 minutes), after which the buffer is applied and the gasket is closed 
with a glass slide on top of it. 

We have made time traces of fluorophores. As shown in Figure 4.16a we see that the fluorophore 
seems to go through multiple on and off states. Figure 4.16b confirms that this is not due to 
contributions of fluorophores around the box, but is indeed the same fluorophore. This is backed up 
by Figure 4.16c, where we see an overlay of the first frame (white spots) with the maximum intensity 
image which shows all spots recorded: The low density makes it highly unlikely that the effect we see 
in Figure 4.16a is due to different fluorophores emitting within a pixel area of each other. We 
conclude that switching in the AA/MV buffer is succesful. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.16 Emitter data while applying 10 mW Green and a 16mW UV, using an  integration time of 40ms 

and 220 EM gain (a) Three traces of different spots, normalized  individually to the  lowest datapoint (b) The 

box used for trace 1 at three different consecutive points in time (c) Maximum intensity image (blue) overlaid 

with the first frame (white).

(a)  (b)

(c)
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The duration of the ON times observed are highly irregular, ranging from shorter than 40 ms (1 
frame) to about 3000 ms. (75 frames) The duration of the OFF times of the fluorophores are also 
irregular, but are on average longer than the observed ON times. The quantum yield seems very 
stable after multiple reactivations for trace 3. For trace 2 a stable region and a unstable one is 
observed, and for trace 1 no stable area could be distinguished. The unstable regions are probably 
due to sub-millisecond photo switching, resulting in an average number of detected photons per 
frame. 

From Figure 4.16c) we can conclude that the reactivated fraction is very low; the amount of 
reactivated spots over more than 1000 frames is in the same order of magnitude as the density 
observed in the first frame. This is due to the low reactivation efficiency (see also Figure 4.18a). Also 
the bleaching rate can have an influence, which is observed to be very fast.  

To see exactly how much the bleaching rate is dependent on laser power, a systematic study has been 
done, where green laser illumination of 5 and 10mW is combined with 2.4, 16 and 45 mW UV 
illumination. The results are shown in Figure 4.17. The UV is applied in continuous wave mode 
(CW) because reactivation proved to be so little that pulsing the UV would make almost no 
contribution.

For low UV laser power (2.5 mW) we observe the slowest bleaching rate, while for higher laser 
powers, we see almost no difference. Bleaching rates seem to be not much influenced by the 
doubling of the green laser power. Note that the baseline is reached within 100 frames of 40ms for 
higher UV laser powers, which equals 4 seconds. Using 2.4mW UV, this time is improved to about 
12 seconds, which is still very fast. Due to the fast bleaching rates and low reactivation efficiency, the 
Cy3B-DNA in a AA/MV/GOX buffer seems unsuitable for superresolution applications.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.17 (a) Study on the effect of different laser powers on bleaching rate (b) data normalized individually to 

the lowest data point. 

(a)  (b)
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(a)  (b) 
Active Before pulse 

Active After pulse 

Active both before  
and after pulse 

Figure 4.18 Reactivation after an UV‐pulse of 43mW of (a) fluorophores in a AA/MV/GOX buffer and

(b) fluorophores in a NaBH4 buffer. 

Figure 4.19 (a) Data from Zhuang et al [62] ‐ initial fluorescence signal of a fixed cell immunolabeled 

for microtubules with  Cy3B. Middle  panel,  fluorescence  signal  after  reduction with NaBH4.  Right 

panel,  fluorescence signal after  illumination with UV  light, showing approximately 40% recovery of 

the  initial  fluorescence.  The  image  contrast  in  the middle  and  right  panels  is multiplied  by  2.5 

compared to the left panel. Scale bar, 5 μm. (b) First frame and last frame, showing the bleaching of 

Fluorophores in pure PBS and(c) fluorophores in  60mM NaBH4 environment, taken 10 minutes after 

exposure to NaBH4. The green laser power is 1mW. We used an exposure time of 100ms. 

(a) 

(c) 

(b) 
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Pulsed UV

In our experiments it seems, however, that a pure NaBH4 environment gives very good results in 
terms of reactivation as shown in Figure 4.18b. Because of this observation, the response of the 
Cy3B fluorophore in NaBH4 is investigated more closely. First of all, the caging effect of NaBH4 is 
investigated. As shown in Figure 4.19, about 80% of the fluorophores seems to be caged in our 
experiments, judging from the graphs showing the bleaching rates of fluorophores in PBS and 
NaBH4 environment (initial intensity peaks at 12500 and 2500 respectively). Interestingly, the 
fluorophores start to return from a dark state on their own, even without UV activation. This 
contradicts data from Zhuang et al [62] who in their experiments see that a stable dark state is 
achieved for all Cy3B fluorophores, instead of a fraction. 

This switching behavior in the absence of UV is already visible in the wobbly line in Figure 4.19c, as 
indicated by the spontaneous intensity increases. However, even though the fluorophores are 
blinking without the need for UV activation, the bleaching seems rather fast as observed in the 
AA/MV buffer. (Figure 4.17)  

The solution lies in the efficient photo activation as shown in 4.18b. We study the dependence of 
UV power on the bleaching rate to find the optimal time in which we can record a steady amount of 
fluorophores in the ON state. For this study we used a 12mW green laser and an integration time of 
20ms at 220 EM gain. The area taken measures 285x257 pixels, which is equivalent to 22.80x20.56 
µm. This area represents the middle of the beam profile as shown in Figure 4.19b-c. Instead of using 
the mean intensity of this area as a measure for bleaching rate, we have reconstructed each movie 
using a threshold of 4σ, maximum spacing between peaks of 4 pixels and using a tenfold 
magnification (see section 3.12). The results are presented in Figure 4.20.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.20 Number of reconstructed peaks as a function of frame number for (a) UV illumination in 

continuous wave (CW) mode and (b) Pulsed UV illumination.

(a)  (b)
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From the slopes of Figure 4.20 we observe that, especially in the case of applying 19mW UV, pulsing 
the laser has a positive effect on bleaching compared to continuous illumination. From the data 
where UV was applied continuously, we observe that the two lowest UV powers converge to the 
same number of counts after 1000 frames, the same holds for the two highest laser powers. The 
reason for this convergence could be that the combined power of green and UV laser light on the 
sample beyond a certain threshold of UV between 1.9-5.5 mW can induce a chemical decomposition 
of the fluorophore (appendix G). 

In Figure 4.20 we observe a different behavior of the 0.14 mW curve compared to the higher laser 
powers. The fluorophore density in the first frame is about three times lower than that under the 
same conditions in the CW case. Probably the pulsed laser power is not enough to activate 
fluorophores, and the CW is. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that we see long tails at frame 
one in Figure 4.20a for 0.14mW and 1.9mW. The tails in figure 4.20a  indicate that for reactivation, 
illumination should have a threshold time duration. Notice also, that even for 19mW UV, it takes 
about 100 frames (equivalent to 2 seconds) to reach the maximum amount of counts. We see similar 
behavior for all different laser powers.  

From the data we conclude that the pulsed UV laser of 1.9mW seems to be the most promising, 
since we observe the least change in counts over time in both the CW and the pulsed case, while the  
average count per frame is relatively high. In Table 4.1 we have compared the statistics of the 
reconstruction to see how the fitting parameters differ for the powers that have been examined.  

Condition Mean Error x  Mean Error y Mean FWHM Mean Error FWHM Density 1000th frame 

A| 0,14 mW UV CW 6,576 6,168 281,92 13,28 100 
B| 1,9 mW UV CW 7,76 7,872 302,32 16,96 100 
C| 5,5 mW UV CW 8,24 7,568 289,76 16,8 50 
D| 19 mW UV CW 11,76 11,12 311,68 26,64 50 
E| 0,14 mW UV PULSED 8,24 8,08 259,76 15,68 40 
F| 1,9 mW UV PULSED 5,56 5,888 293,6 12 180 
G| 5,5 mW UV PULSED 6,987 6,667 266,08 13,52 100 
H| 19 mW UV PULSED 6,92 6,536 282,72 14,16 125 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4.1 Statistics on the reconstructions of data shown in Figure 4.20. 

Error y    Error x      FWHM      Error FWHM     

Figure 4.21 Distributions of parameters following from the reconstruction of a movie where we used 1.9mW UV 

pulsed laser power, with the frames with UV exposure cut out. 
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Condition F in Table 4.1 offers the lowest bleaching rate. From the table it follows that condition F 
is also most promising in terms of localization error, with a fitting error below 6nm. Of course these 
are mean values, which cannot be used to make conclusions about the suitability of the laserpower if 
we do not have a smooth distribution of localisation error- and FWHM values. Therefore, we have 
given the distribution of the parameters in the case of 1.9mW UV pulsed laser power where we have 
removed the frames in which the UV laser was active.(Figure 4.21) We observe that this even 
improves the fitting error. Using the fact that 1 pixel equals 80nm, we have a fitting error below 3.9 
nm instead of below 6 nm (Table 4.1). 

For completeness, we have added a representative trace of a fluorophore blinking behavior in both 
the CW and pulsed case for 1.9mW UV laser power. We observe a clear difference with the traces 
before in the TX/AA/GOX buffer (Figure 4.16a)– we do see activation, but do not observe 
reactivation (We observe only one peak  any peaks lower than 30000 intensity are contributions from 
the surroundings.) The contrast is such that the peak is very distinguishable from the background, 
which is what we need for reconstruction - a high contrast generally means a better 2D-Gaussian fit.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

We have observed that in the case of activating with higher UV laser power, the average Intensity 
observed of the activated fluorophores AFTER the pulse seems to go up. In Figure 4.23 we show 
the effect of increasing the UV power tenfold.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.23 Reactivation plots while exciting with a 561nm  laser of 12 mW overlaying the  frame  just before and 
just after the first UV pulse of (left) 1.9mW and (right) 19mW. Brightness contrast settings are the same for both 
plots. 

Figure 4.22 Representative trace of a 3x3 box around an emitter for a 1.9mW UV laser power in (a) CW mode and 
(b) pulsed mode. The sample is excited with a 12mW green laser and an integration time of 20ms at 220 EM gain. 

(a)  (b)

Active both before and after pulse

(b)(a) 

Active Before pulse 

Active After pulse 
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Because of the promising reactivation properties, high contrast, low bleaching rates and localization 
error, we have applied the fluorophore on a patterned slide. Incubation with neutravidin was done 
for 6 minutes, after which the Cy3B was incubated for 25 minutes at 5nM concentration, to make 
sure we have a good coverage. 

On the sample we have made terraces ranging from 15-150 scans depth, etched with 10nA. We have 
also etched lines on some of those terraces with various spacing’s, etched with 10pA. Despite the 
high concentration of fluorophores with which we incubated, the coverage observed on the terraces 
and lines is very low. On the terraces we only observe blinking fluorophores on those etched with 
135 and 150 scans. As shown in Figure 4.24, the two terraces have been imaged at the same time. 
This is done to make sure we make an accurate comparison. Imaging them sequentially would be 
better from a focus and illumination profile point of view, but induces bleaching to squares in in 
close proximity. To make sure illumination of both squares is comparable, we have positioned the 
beam profile in the middle of the two squares, making comparison of their fluorophore blinking 
behavior possible. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.24 The only two terraces that are functionalized with fluorophores; One etched with 135scans(highlighted 
purple), the other etched with 150 scans  (highlighted green).  In the highlighted area  typical  fluorescent spots are 
depicted, together with 2 representative traces. The pictures show from left to right first a frame of the movie, then 
an activation plot where we see an overlay of a frame before an UV pulse and after the pulse, and the  last  image 
shows  a  maximum  intensity  plot  where  we  see  all  the  fluorophores  that  have  been  active  in  1095  frames. 
Integration time is 50 ms, UV laser power is 1.9mW and is first pulsed at frame 705. 
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We can directly see from the highlighted areas of Figure 4.24 that the blinking behavior is different 
for the different terraces – while on the pegylated coverslide (Figure 4.22) signals are observed 
reaching mean intensity’s of 40000 counts, the amount of counts we observe now lies around 10000. 
This could be due to focus : as we can see from the fluorescent spots, the typical fluorescent spot is 
larger than the 3x3 box that we use, and has less of a Gaussian shape. We are here challenged with an 
experimental tradeoff : disabling the autofocus which may be focusing on the DLC layer instead of 
the terrace,  gives us manual control and better focus. However, focusing manually is less accurate 
and prone to z-drift. This is a huge issue considering the low density observed for these 600 frames, 
which indicates that we should make movies that are quite long. For future applications, the solution 
would be to write larger terraces so that the autofocus function calculates the focus based on the 
terrace depth, instead of on the DLC height. 

We observe that the 135-scan terrace (highlighted purple) has weaker blinking with a far longer ON 
times than the 150-scan square (highlighted green). Since the difference between the two terraces is 
solely in the amount of scans and thus depth, an explanation for the different blinking behavior is 
that the 135-scan terrace is not completely etched to the glass. We therefore speculate that the 
reduction in mean intensity is due to the DLC environment. Insufficiently etching through could 
result in a self-assembled-monolayer (SAM) of silane compounds that is not positioned vertically on 
the 135-scan terrace, like it would on a clean glass surface, but is positioned horizontally at certain 
positions. This can be due to the roughness in etching which exposed only a limited glass surface, 
redeposited glass on top of DLC, or both. In fact, if this is the case, considering the layer a SAM 
would be false since we are not dealing with a monolayer but with small congregations of bound 
fluorophores. If this is the case and the silane compounds have multiple orientations, the 
fluorophores are very close to the DLC. The carbon environment increases the ON time of the 
fluorophores, which is exactly what we saw for the Cy5 fluorophores on DLC etched structures 
before (Figure 4.12). 

In the left image of Figure 4.24, we observe some spots are appearing around the terrace on the 
DLC. This unspecific binding does not provide a problem in this case since the DLC blocks 
transmission (see Figure 2.3) but can become a problem when fluorophores attach themselves on the 
thin layer of DLC between written lines. This thinner layer is induced by the fact that the profile of 
the lines has a Gaussian line shape (Figure 4.4), making the DLC between lines thinner than the 
height of the terrace where they are written on. From the middle image in Figure 4.24 we see that 
reactivation seems to work like it does on the pegylated cover slide, and the rightmost image shows 
us that the density is too low to successfully reconstruct features. 
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The next step is too look if we can label lines on terraces with Cy3B-DNA. From Figure 4.25a-c, we 
see that the number of scans per line has a large effect on fluorophore attachment. In Figure 4.25a, 
we observe that the patterned area looks quite the same as bare DLC. We conclude that the lines 
have not reached the glass. For Figure 4.25b, the lines are etched twice as deep. While the DLC 
around the structure has fluorophores, the lines do not seem to be labeled. When etching with even 
double the amount scans, as seen in Figure 4.25c, fluorophores seem to sit on the lines.  

However, for the lines etched with 100k scans, the density is too low for reconstruction, and the 
peaks have low intensity, comparable to the intensity of the peaks originating from the fluorophores 
that stick to the DLC layer around the terrace.  

Terraces in Figure 4.25d-e, which are etched almost through, show much brighter peaks than 
terraces which are etched less. Moreover, the former show blinking behavior comparable to Cy3B-
DNA on a PEG slide. (Figure 4.25f compared to Figure 4.22) However, the fluorophores do not 
seem to bind specifically to the lines, as observed in 4.25c, and also bind to the areas around the 
lines. The red arrows in Figure 4.25c indicate fluorophores sitting between the lines. Terraces that 
were etched completely through (In this case >60 scans) with lines on them do have all their carbon 
content etched away, causing them to be completely labeled, and do not provide valuable 
information (Therefore those terraces are not included in this work) 

(f) (e) (d) 

(b)  (c)(a) 

Figure 4.25 (a-c) lines written on a  terrace of  just 15  scans.  (for  comparison – between 45‐60  scans we were 
etched  completely  through  for  this  sample.)  the  number  of  scans  per  line  is  increased  from  left  to  right.  (d‐f) 
Typical behavior on a terrace of 45 scans (just before etching through). d) a maximum  intensity  image(over1421 
frames of 50ms), e) one frame showing the position of fluorophores in the structure and f) a typical trace. 
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We conclude from our data that we are unable to resolve the lines, possibly due to attachment of 
Cy3B-DNA to DLC which occurs on the DLC around the terraces but also on the DLC between 
the written lines.(Figure 4.25) However, we see a very interesting effect in Figure 4.24 and 4.25 : This 
unspecific binding does not occur on the terrace itself. For example in Figure 4.25b) we observe that 
on the terrace surrounding the lines we do not detect any fluorophores at all. This is true for terraces 
exposed to a sufficient number of scans. In the data from Figure 4.25 sufficient means 45 scans, but 
this amount depends on the FIB parameters and DLC thickness. This effect is made even more clear 
in Figure 4.26 

While the Cy3B-DNA sticks to DLC which is not exposed to a high ion current, It does not stick to 
etched terraces, for which the only difference is that they are exposed to gallium ions. The gallium 
ions can implant themselves and positively charge the surface (Figure 2.4a). Since DNA strand is 
negatively charged, we would therefore expect the opposite behavior, and expect more signal on the 
terraces than around them. However, since the difference in observed signal can only originate from 
the exposure to gallium, it is unclear what the origin of this effect is. We speculate that gallium ions, 
due to their high conductivity, may deplete the first exited singlet state electronically, causing the 
fluorophores to decay by non-radiative means. 

The question raises why there still seems to be unspecific binding between the lines, since those lines 
are etched in DLC that was exposed to the same amount of gallium ions. After this they are even 
further exposed to gallium ions, at an ion current 1000 times lower, but for ~500-1000 times the 
amount of scans. Ion implantation depends on acceleration voltage, the ion current just determines 
the amount of ions that are implanted. [63] Given the higher amount of scans when etching the lines, 
the dose should therefore be about the same as the dose for the terrace. The fact that we still see 
fluorescent signal between the lines, while also seeing it on bare DLC but not on the terraces, 
remains unknown. 

For the Cy5-Streptavidin dye we do not observe any unspecific binding, neither on the DLC and 
terrace, nor between written features of more than 500 nm as observed in Figure 4.26e. Since 
neutravidin should have even less non-specific binding than streptavidin [64], other than the slightly 
different molecular structure of Cy3B compared to Cy5, the DNA is the only thing that could make 
a difference (we have controlled for the buffers and also see the unspecific binding to DLC in PBS 
for Cy3B-DNA) This leads us to believe that the DNA strand may be a factor here, and we proceed 
to synthesize Cy3B-neutravidin. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.26 Unspecific binding is only observed in the areas highlighted in red. 
On the terrace around the written lines we observe no fluorophores. 
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(a)  (b)

4.9 Cy3B-neutravidin  

In an effort to combine the specific binding which is observed for the Cy5 dye together with the 
superior blinking properties of the Cy3B dye in NaBH4 environment, an effort is made to bind Cy3B 
directly to neutravidin. We have unspecifically labeled Neutravidin with Cy3B by linking a Cy3B 
NHS ester to the NH2 groups of the neutravidin protein and  purified it, dissolving  it in 50% PBS  
and 50% glycerol. The purpose of adding glycerol is to stabilize labeled protein, and make it  less 
prone towards protein-aggregation. The precise labeling efficiency is estimated from absorption 
measurements to be in the range of 100nm. From the chromatograph in Figure 4.28  we see 2 bands 
for 280nm and 532nm excitation, telling us that the neutravidin labeling proved successful. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Experimentally, we have taken the A10-A11 and B10-B11 fraction, and diluted both in a ratio of 1:20 
with PBS. The experiment is done on a surface PEG surface prepared as in appendix A and B. The 
reactivation plots, where we color code frames before and after an UV pulse of 20mW, show that 
the B10-11 faction is most promising in terms of photoactivation. Photoactivation is done in a 
NABH4 environment. Moreover, the B10-11 fraction shows a higher concentration of fluorophores 
on the surface.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Active both before and after pulse 

 

Figure 4.27 Chromatograph of the purified Cy3B labeled neutravidin. Supplied by Dr. E.C Plötz. 

Figure 4.28 a) Reactivation plot of A10‐11 fraction and b) Reactivation plot of the B10‐11 fraction. Both are excited 
with a 561nm laser of  30 mW  and given a 20mW UV pulse. 

Active Before pulse 

Active After pulse 
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When the sample is only illuminated with a 30mW green laser (561 nm) we observe blinking signals 
in NABH4 environment. An increase of spots is observed when illuminating with a 20mW UV laser 
(405 nm) (Figure 4.28). 

We have determined if the observed activation with UV is photo activation, or photo reactivation. 
We have also determined which one of those is the case when the fluorophore is not exposed to UV. 
It could be that the fluorophore is already stochastically switched and reactivated by the buffer, 
instead of by the UV illumination. We have studied various traces, of which representative ones have 
been included below in Figure 4.29.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Without considering the individual slices of the movie, one could falsely conclude that the 
fluorophores are being reactivated. However, when studying the frames where a high intensity signal 
is observed, we observe that the intensity does not come from the fluorophore for which the trace is 
made. We can conclude from these and various other traces we investigated, that once in a bright 
state, the fluorophore does not return from its dark state. This is observed both for the case with and 
without UV illumination. High intensity peaks showing up in the trace do not originate from the 
same fluorophore, but are contributions from the fluorophores around it. When pulsing a 20mW UV 
laser, we see that we activate more molecules, but those are not fluorophores which were active 
before, making this a PALM-type experiment, instead of STORM-type. 

In terms of reconstruction the signal observed is promising. The signal-to-noise values, FWHM and 
localization precision obtained are comparable to the Cy3B-DNA data shown before. 

 

Figure 4.29 Traces of an emitter represented by a 3x3 pixel box for a movie where the sample is not exposed to UV 
and for a movie where the sample where the UV radiation was pulsed. Shown directly above the traces   are the 
slices corresponding to the peaks in the trace, numbered from left to right. We can see that the Increased intensity 
does not originate from the same fluorophore. Where the sample is not exposed to UV the trace is here based on 
the first high intensity signal. Where the sample  is exposed to UV the trace is based on the 4th intensity fluctuation, 
as indicated by the highlighted red box.  
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An experiment is conducted to see the effect of UV illumination on the sample. The sample is 
exposed to 30mW green laser light (561nm) using 50ms integration time, after which the effect is 
recorded of pulsed UV (1 pulse per 100 frames) and continuous UV (CW), both of 20mW. In Figure 
4.30 it is observed that in the case of no UV illumination or continuous illumination, the baseline is 
reached within 250 frames. When pulsed however, this takes a factor 5 longer, making it more 
suitable for superresolution reconstruction purposes, because the emitters are more separated in 
time, reducing the risk of overlapping signal.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The baseline with both the green and UV laser on, is around a mean intensity of 5325 counts per 
pixel. Without UV the baseline is around 2930 counts per pixel. We have subtracted the baseline for 
all three datasets by taking the lowest value for each set and subtracting it from every data point. 
Integration of the baseline corrected curves gives insight in the total amount of collected photons 
originating from fluorophores. In the case of pulsed UV (Figure 4.30b) we observe a slight ‘’wobble’’ 
in the line. This is because subtraction of the baseline is incorrect for 25 frames; when giving a UV 
pulse the baseline is about double the value we subtracted. However, the deviation is so small that we 
can neglect this in our analysis. We conclude that using pulsed UV is not only beneficial in the sense 
that we spread out the signal in time, but also doubles the amount of photons collected. This is 
concluded from the fact that the integrated intensity of the pulsed UV illumination gives a value that 
is more than two times greater after 2500 frames than that of the continuously applied UV. (Figure 
4.30b)  Since the surface density should be the same in both the pulsed and continuous illumination, 
the reason for the increase in counts lies probably in the fact that exposure to the combined higher 
UV and green laser power destroys the fluorescent properties of the molecules faster by either 
chemically or mechanically putting them in a non-recoverable dark state.  

Calculation of the total density of fluorophores on the surface is done by taking the area on the 
middle of the beam profile, reconstructing all spots and calculating the density by  considering the 
fraction of dark pixels and the fraction of reconstructed pixels. Using 2500 frames of the experiment 
where the UV was pulsed, we arrive at a total density of 138.66 reconstructed spots per µm2. for lines 
of 8x0.1 µm this would mean we would have about 110 spots per line.  

Figure 4.30 (a) Comparison of mean intensity change for different illumination strategies of c3B‐neutravidin on a 
PEG surface. (b) Integration after subtraction of the baseline (lowest value) 
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This density is on the low side, but could be improved by taking longer movies and by going through 
optimization steps regarding laser powers, incubation times and fluorophore concentrations. 

The synthesis of Cy3B-neutravidin has been done to eliminate the unspecific sticking to DLC which 
we saw for Cy3B-DNA. To investigate if this would occur for the Cy3B-neutravidin we have 
exposed a 30nm DLC coating to the same conditions as the PEG surface.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When fluorophores are on the DLC, we observe an increased and decaying mean intensity, indicating 
that fluorophores do stick to the DLC surface. The control surface without fluorophores does only 
show a background. Another control was conducted where the DLC surface was only exposed to the 
PBS buffer to eliminate its contribution. The results look the same as the bare DLC surface, 
providing evidence for the fact that fluorophores do stick on the DLC. However, we cannot 
distinguish individual fluorophores, but instead observe a nearly homogeneous background of 
decreased intensity. While we do not want fluorophores to stick to the DLC and this data points to 
the fact that they are present on the carbon surface, the fact that only a homogeneous (increased) 
background is observed means that for reconstructing images, this type of sticking does not limit our 
resolvable resolution. 

 

 

Figure 4.31  DLC surface with fluorophores on (top) and  bare DLC surface(bottom).
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We can conclude from the data obtained from the PEG and DLC slides, that Cy3B-neutravidin is a 
good candidate to implement on a patterned structure. As suspected, it has brought the specific 
binding we observed for Cy5-streptavidin, and superior blinking properties of Cy3B together.  

We have therefore conducted an experiment with exactly the same parameters as we used for the 
PEG surface. The patterned structure used is a series of lines of 100 nm width, spaced closer and 
closer apart. After 5 minutes of incubation and immersion in the NABH4 buffer we do observe a 
very minimal amount of spots. Not only the written features do not seem to be labeled, even the FIB 
guide way to the features, which is etched completely through using rough FIB etching (10 nA), does 
show a very minimal amount of spots. Figure 4.32a shows a maximum intensity image of 2500 
frames. Noteworthy is that the density of spots on the structure is far higher than on the surrounding 
terrace or the DLC surrounding it. Moreover, the spots on the structure have intensities in the 7500-
count range, while the few bright spots on the DLC have values around 40000 (both recorded using 
255 EM gain). 

The result is quite surprising considering the previous results on a PEG surface, where the image 
parameters looked perfect, and attachment to DLC resulting in single emitters was not observed. For 
this reason we have incubated the sample with 5nM Cy3B-DNA (after incubating with neutravidin) 
to see if maybe the silinisation or pegylation procedure had failed in the lab. However we observe the 
exact same behavior of Cy3B-DNA on the surface as experiments before (Figure 4.32b). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Immediately we observe distinct fluorophores attached to the DLC layer. Again we also see that 
fluorescent signals are manifesting between the lines. Moreover, the density is too low for successful 
reconstruction. When we compare the two results from the same sample, we are left with a mystery 
as to why the Cy3B-neutravidin fluorophores do not bind.  An explanation could be that the biotin-
neutravidin specific binding is not working at all for our Cy3B samples, and that it is only the DNA 
string enabling the fluorophore to bind to carbon surfaces. This is in contrast with the Cy3B- 
neutravidin which does not seem to bind to any surface at all.  

Figure 4.32  Maximum intensity image of line shaped features etched in DLC. The terrace is not completely etched 
through. In (a) The lines are incubated with Cy3B‐neutravidin. In (b) The lines are incubated with Cy3B‐DNA. 
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This would also explain the difficulty in the case of Cy3B-DNA to resolve lines: since they are so 
close, the DLC layer between them (due to the line profiles) could be thinner. This reduces the 
transmission-reducing effect of the DLC. This results in an area where signals are of comparable 
intensity and are distributed randomly instead of in distinguishable lines.  

However, apparently the neutravidin-biotin interaction must work because the Cy3B-neutravidin was 
bound to a PEG-Surface. Even if this binding was unspecific, we expect to see the fluorophores on 
the lines and test terraces that are present in every sample. 
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Conclusion 

By combining material science and molecular microscopy techniques, we are able to selectively 
functionalize ion-beam etched nanostructures with Cy5 fluorophores. Using the SOFI technique, 
which resolves sub-diffraction limited distances by making use of independent intensity fluctuations 
in optical fluorescence images, we are able to resolve Cy5-functionalized nanostructures up to a 
separation distance of 175 nm. As this distance is smaller than the diffraction limit of the used light, 
we thereby demonstrate super-resolution microscopy on patterned samples. Going beyond the 
diffraction limit could not be achieved with conventional localization based superresolution 
techniques such as STORM, because the Cy5 fluorophores do not enter a proper reactivatable OFF 
state in the presence of DLC. The observed fluorescent behavior is different in the etched structures 
compared to a surface without DLC: Cy5 in the presence of DLC exhibits longer ON times with a 
lower photon output. As a result bright areas are observed where individual peaks cannot be 
distinguished, and false localizations play a role.  

The results suggest that the highest resolvable resolution is currently limited by our etching 
procedure. Observations from SEM images show that areas between lines of separation smaller than 
175 nm are brighter. We assign this increased intensity to the redeposition of etched glass. The 
redeposited glass can be selectively functionalized and cause fluorescent signals to originate between 
written lines, making them undistinguishable. Line profile measurements have revealed a Gaussian 
profile for lines with a linewidth below 100 nm, instead of the desired stepfunction. This is caused by 
the finite spotsize of the FIB, where both the manual focusing procedure and beam tail contributions 
play a role, as well as by redeposition within etched lines. The slope of the line profiles is another 
limiting factor in resolving distances beyond the currently achieved 175 nm. 

Modified blinking behavior in the presence of DLC was not observed for Cy3B. This dye has shown 
superior blinking properties using a NaBH4 buffer. When functionalized using a DNA strand, the 
fluorophores bind unspecifically to the DLC. The fluorophores are also present both in and between 
etched lines. The mechanism that is responsible for Cy3B-DNA attachment on DLC is currently not 
well understood. At the same time, Cy3B-DNA does not bind on the terraces around the etched 
lines, while these surfaces should be chemically the same as the area between the lines. An effort is 
made to combine the superior blinking properties of Cy3B and the selective binding of Cy5 by 
binding Cy3B to the structures without a DNA linker. While we have proven the successful synthesis 
and reproducible fluorescence properties of Cy3B-neutravidin analogous to Cy3B-DNA, etched 
nanostructures could not be functionalized with Cy3B-neutravidin in the first trial experiments. The 
reason for the unsuccessful functionalization with Cy3B-neutravidin remains unclear. 
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Recommendations 

Recommendations and ideas for further investigation are identified here with a brief description 
attached to each subject. Each suggestion builds upon this work by aiming towards improving the 
resolvable distances on etched nanostructures. 

Unspecific surface bombardment 

The reduction in optical transmission of DLC opens a possibility to unspecifically stick fluorescent 
molecules to the whole surface, thereby giving a far weaker signal on surface areas that are not 
etched. This weak signal can be filtered out when doing reconstructions, leaving only the signal  
originating from the structures. We have already tried this approach using mEos 3.2, a monomeric 
photoactivatable fluorescent protein. However, this protein did not stick to either DLC or a 
pegylated surface, probably due to its charge. The approach however can be viable when we have 
sufficient transmission differences (this may need deeper trenches of DLC, seeing that for Cy3B-
DNA the brightness on the lines and next to it was approximately the same). The thickness of the 
DLC necessary can be experimentally determined by etching terraces in a µm-thick DLC layer. 

Improvement of silinization procedure 

E.A. Smith and W. Chen [24] have shown that for silinization APDMES is a good choice due to its 
lack of polymerization and therefore self-assembly of thin films. However, exposure to water is still a 
problem. (Complete detachment of the layer has been observed after 24h for samples silinized with 
APDMES in toluene at 20 °C) They have shown detachment of amines can be minimized by 
controlling the length of the alkyl linker in aminosilanes. It is reported that AHAMTES initially 
forms multilayers which degrade to a monolayer that does not degrade any further. This silane 
compound could be used to form more stable and uniform silane layers, possibly improving the 
density of functionalizable surface sites. 
 
Exploration of different dyes 
 
In this research we have extensively used the Cy3B and Cy5 dye, using different buffers, 
concentrations and changing experimental parameters. We have observed radically different behavior 
for both dyes, and thus it could be wise to investigate other dyes (not necessarily from the cyanine 
family) to see how they respond with respect to reactivation, achievable density and selectivity on our 
structures, as well as how their fluorescent behavior is affected by the presence of DLC.  

Improved writing  

The redeposition of glass can be prevented by using an advanced writing strategy where the glass is 
exposed without etching into the glass. In that case only the DLC is etched away, which may be 
accomplished by using detection techniques inside the dual beam system, but can more easily 
accomplished by writing lines with a very broad range of scans, and using the line that is sufficiently 
through the glass while not having (too much) redeposition.  
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Appendix A - Silinization procedure 

The procedure of silinizing a silinized coverslide is given below. 

Step 1 : Cleaning of the staining jar in which the glass slides are placed.  

The cleaning is done by rinsing with aceton 3 times, then blowdrying with nitrogen gas followed by a 
two hour heating at 65 degrees Celsius. The lid of the jar is also cleaned with aceton and blow-dried, 
and put loosely on top of the jar in the oven to get the water and other fluids the chance to escape 
the jar. 

Step 2 : Heating of toluene.  

25 ml toluene is heated in the jar for 15 minutes with the lid closed firmly this time to prevent the 
toluene from evaporating out of the jar. 

Step 3 : Adding the silane compound.  

250 µl APDMES is added to the toluene, to get a volume ratio of about 10% and this mixture is 
sonicated for 30 seconds to ensure proper mixing. The APDMES is purged with argon after use each 
time. 

Step 4 : Incubation.  

In the mixture the sample is placed and put in the oven at 65 degrees Celsius. This incubation is 
done for 20 minutes. 

Step 5 :  Washing off unbound silanes 

The sample is now thoroughly cleaned inside the staining jar by pouring out the silane solution, then 
rinsing 2x with toluene, sonicate, rinse 1x with toluene, and then 3x with ethanol and a minimum of 
3x with Milli-Q water. When handling the sample tweezers are used which are first cleaned with 
acetone. 

Step 6 : Storage  

The sample is blow-dried stored in the desiccator under vacuum, or in the case of pegylation, the 
sample is directly processed as in appendix B. 
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Appendix B - pegylation procedure 

The procedure of pegylating a silinized coverslide is given below. 

Step 1 : Creating a NaHCO3 buffer. 

The buffer we use is 100 mM. for a 5 ml buffer we need therefore 0.0420 g NaHCO3 and fill it up to 
5 ml with Milli-Q water. After this we use a PH-meter to set the PH to 8 with NaOH and HCL. 

Step 2 : Creating The PEG/PEG-Biotin mixture 

We weigh 0.004g biotin-PEG-SVA with 0.003 g PEG-SVA and fill up to 1 ml with the NaHCO3 
buffer. This ratio can be varied, and to increase labeling density we have used pure 0.007 g biotin-
PEG-SVA. The PEG-SVA and biotin-PEG-SVA are purged with argon and sealed after use each 
time. 

Step 3 : Pegylation. 

We take the (blow-dried) sample together with a pegylated microscope cover slide, and sandwich 150 
µl of the PEG-mixture between the sample and the pegylated side of the cover slide. We keep this in 
the fridge overnight (>8 hours) 

Step 4 :  Cleaning and storage 

The sample is now taken out and washed extensively with Milli-Q water (>20x) and blow-dried. 
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Appendix C - Trolox/ Beta-Mercaptoethanol buffer 

The procedure of creating an handling the TX/BME buffer is given below. 

Step 1 : Adding photo stabilizer 

In 20 ml PBS we add 10 mg trolox (TX) [250.29 g/mol] resulting in a 2mM solution. The TX does 
not solve very easily so this solution is put into a vortex mixer for 15+ minutes. We proceed to the 
next step when no more white flakes are visible. 

Step 2 : Switching agent 

We add 200 μl 2-mercaptoethanol also known as β-mercaptoethanol, or BME [78.133 g/mol] 
resulting in a 143mM solution. Because of the smell and health risk this is done in the fume hood, 
with gloves, lab coat and safety glasses on. 

Step 3 : Setting the PH 

The enzyme that removes oxygen is very PH-dependent. For this reason we adjust the PH with 
NaOH and HCL to be between 7.4-7.5. Because the contents of the buffer have a very strong smell 
the buffer should be exposed to the air as less a s possible while still having an accurate PH-
measurement. 

Step 4 : Oxygen removal environment. 

We weigh off 1 gram of glucose and add 1 ml of glycerol. Because of the viscosity of glycerol, we 
adjust the standard pipette tip and make the opening bigger for proper suction. 

Step 5 : Storage 

The buffer is (after proper mixing of the contents) stored in ice. GOX is also stored in ice and added 
to the buffer in the gasket at the time of imaging , after which the gasket is sealed with a glass slide. 
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Appendix D - Ascorbic acid / Methyl viologen buffer 

The procedure of creating an handling the AA/MV buffer is given below. 

Step 1 : Creating a 2mM AA/MV buffer 

We weigh off 25.7mg methyl viologen (MV) [257.16 g/mol] and 17.6mg ascorbic acid (AA) [176.12 
g/mol]. Since MV is quite poisonous when inhaled, take care when handling. Both are dissolved into 
50 ml PBS. This buffer has a twofold higher concentration than we want to use for our experiment, 
but this step is necessary because there is a limit on the precision which with we can weigh of our 
chemicals (powder form). Diluting later is far more precise.  

Step 2 : Oxygen removal environment. 

We weigh off 1 gram of glucose and add 1 ml of glycerol. Because of the viscosity of glycerol, we 
adjust the standard pipette tip and make the opening bigger for proper suction.  

Step 3 :  Creating 1 mM AA/MV buffer 

5 ml of the 2mM buffer solution is added to the glucose/glycerol,  and this solution is filled up with 
PBS to 10 ml. This results in a MV/AA buffer of 1mM. 

Step 4 : Storage 

The buffer is (after proper mixing of the contents) stored in ice. GOX is also stored in ice and added 
to the buffer in the gasket at the time of imaging, after which the gasket is sealed with a glass slide. 
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Appendix E - Beam splitter and emission filter transmission 
properties 

Emission filter and beam splitter transmission as a function of wavelength. (See 3.10) 
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Appendix F - Line input parameter versus actual line spacing 

The input parameters on the right are used to etch lines of different depth indicated by the number 
of scans. Line width seems to be the same for both three depths (165-175 nm). The line spacing’s are 
then measured using the SEM image. 

 

  

Spacing Edge to 
edge 

X value 
lines 

600 500  0 

575 475  0,6 

550 450  1,175 

525 425  1,725 

500  400  2,25 

475  375  2,75 

450  350  3,225 

425  325  3,675 

400  300  4,1 

375  275  4,5 

350  250  4,875 

325  225  5,225 

300  200  5,55 

275  175  5,85 

250  150  6,125 

225  125  6,375 

200 100  6,6 

175 75  6,8 

150 50  6,975 

7,125 

 
 
 

Peak 
number 

X value 
peak 

Spacing  Peak 
number 

X value 
peak 

Spacing 

1  0,5238  619  1  0,6311  640 

2  1,1428  571  2  1,2718  563 

3  1,7142  543  3  1,8349  553 

4  2,257  514  4  2,3883  524 

5  2,7713  486  5 2,9126 505

6  3,257  467  6 3,4175 466

7  3,7236  448  7 3,8835 447

8  4,1712  419  8 4,3301 427

9  4,5903  390  9 4,7573 408

10  4,9807  381  10 5,165 379

11  5,3617  343  11  5,5437  350 

12  5,7045  324  12  5,8932  320 

13  6,0283  295  13  6,2136  291 

14  6,3235  267  14  6,5048  272 

15  6,5902  238  15  6,7767  243 

16  6,8283  219  16  7,0194  214 

17  7,0473    17  7,233  204 

      18  7,4369  165 

    19 7,6019 136

    20 7,7378

Figure F1 a) Measured  line spacings (obtained by 
measuring the distance between peaks  in  the SEM 
plots below  the  table  ) of SEM data of 100k  scans 
(deep etching) and b) 25k scans (shallow etching). c) 
Input data. d) Plot of all lines spacings compared to 
the input data. 

(b) (a) 

INPUT PARAMETERS  

(c)
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Appendix G -  Effect of laser illumination on DLC coated 
samples 

When applying a laser power of 88mW (637nm), circular marks have been observed. The marks are 
most likely a deformation of material due to heat. The fact that UV is applied at high power at the 
same time as the red laser illumination may have led to this effect.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Another sample has been investigated with the SEM, where we see black areas after our experiment. 
After storage in Milli-Q water for about a week, we have made an SEM image of the same sample 
area again. The fact that the black areas are now gone indicates that the black areas are not an 
indication for damaged DLC, but are rather a deposition induced by the laser. 

  

Figure G1  (Left and middle) Brightfield images of a Sample before and after laser illumination. (right) Exposed DLC

Figure G2  SEM images of a sample directly after the experiment, and after a week of storage in Milli‐Q 
water.  The white area in the second image is part of the gasket we used, which is shifted towards the 
structures. 
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Appendix H – Hole sample 

An interesting application for etched structures in DLC is confining single molecules into a hole, 
enabling scientists to study its properties. For this purpose an array of holes of different sizes is 
created. While confining single molecules in the holes was unsuccessful, an interesting observation 
has been done while performing the experiment. For many of the holes a regular pattern is observed 
when illuminating the sample with UV light. The origin of this pattern is currently not well 
understood. The observed point sources have been reconstructed. Values shown below are in pixels. 
With one pixel being 80 nm, this leads to a resolvable spacing between each signal with a typical 
error bar of 16 nm. The spot on the far left bottom corner has an error of 40 nm, which is probably 
due to its position relative to the beam profile of the UV, which for this measurement has its center 
in the top left corner. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(66.6,44.9) (102.3,45.1) (137.9,45.5) (173.2,45.8) (208.8,46.1) 

(66.4,80.4) (102.2,80.7) (137.7,81.4) (173.2,81.8) (208.6,82)

(66.0,115.7) (102.0,116.4) (137.3,116.4) (172.9,117.2) (208.3,117.8)

35.7 35.6 35.6 35.3 

35.8 35.5 35.5 35.4 

35.5 

36.0 

35.6 35.9 35.3 35.9 

35.3 

35.3 35.6 35.4 

35.7 35.0 35.4 35.8 

UV On

Figure G1 Regular pattern appears under the illumination of  UV light. The Spacing 

between the holes was input at 3000 nm.(viewed with SEM under a 55 degree angle). 

Dimensions are 500x500nm. 
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Streptavidin protein 

Appendix I – Legend on marginal illustrations 

Throughout the results section we have schematically depicted the relevant labeling schemes for 
clarity, the legend can be consulted in Figure I1. 

  

Biotin molecule 

Silane SAM 

DNA strand 

PEG molecule  Neutravidin protein 

Cy5 fluorophore 

Cy3B fluorophore 

Figure I1 Legend on marginal illustrations.
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